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Low interest monies
seen as incentive
for home purchasers

AUTUMN IN THE AIR — There's a smell of autumn in the air as
Gee begins to notice bow the days are growing shorter, the breeze is
blowing colder and the leaves are beginning to fall. The reminder of
impending seasons awaiting just ahead is more than obvious. A bar-

tea tree on this farm in northern Calloway County appears to hove
already felt the effects of the =song change.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Volunteers use skills for beautification
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The
following article, published in connection with Conununity Improvement Awareness Week, is the second in a series of articles concerning the Community Improvement Volunteers.)
"What is the Community Improvement Volunteers?"
Too often that question has been
asked in Murray. The easiest,
sirnpliest way to answer it is to
reply that the Volunteers is a
group of people utilizing various
and wide-ranging personal skills
to make the community a better
and more beautiful place to live.
No special skills are required.
Everyone does something fairly
well which can be used to improve
the community. Help could even
come in the form of alerting the
Volunteers to problem areas,
knocked-down road signs or any
suggestions on community improvement.
Persons willing to donate their
skills or efforts can contact any
member of the Volunteers.
The Volunteers help identify
community problems, projects
and areas of general concern; pro-

sunny & warm
Today partly sunny breezy
and warm. A 20 percent chance
of showers developing late this
afternoon. Highs in the mid 70s
with south winds 10 to 20 miles
an hour and gusty. Tonight
mostly cloudy with a 70 percent
chance of showers. Lows mid
50s. South winds 10 to 15 miles
an hour. Wednesday mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers. Turning cooler with
highs in the low 60s. Winds shifting to the northwest at 10 to 20
miles an hour.
Thursday through Saturday:
Cool with a chance of rain Friday and Saturday. Highs in the
mid 50s to low 130. Thursday, in
the 60s Friday and Saturday.
Lows in the mid 30s to low 40s
Thursday, mid 40s to low 50s
Friday and Saturday.
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COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT VOLUNTEERS
vide volunteer expertise where
appropriate and necessary to
solve community problems; and
serve as an active advocacy
organization for the improvement
and development of the entire
Murray area. The group is a semiautonomous standing committee
of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
Dr. Williams Parsons serves as
chairman, Rebekah Blaine as vice
chairman, and Jean Lindsey as
secretary-treasurer.
Standing committees include:
Promotions rind
Communications — Peggy Billington, chairman, Jo Burkeen,
M.C. Garrott, Judy Tucker, Susan
Hart and Matt Sanders;
Quality Control and Design —
Bonnie Jones, chairman, Joe

RigsbY, Libby Mit, said Betty
Hahn; and
Finance — Norman Lane,chairman, Robert 0. Miller, Harold
Doran, Rebekah Blaine, Chuck
Foster, Bill Teuton, Holmes Ellis
and Jim Greer.
Ad-hoc committees, which exist
as long as there is a need,are:
Abandoned Houses and Property Maintenance — Betty Lowry
and Clara Eagle, co-chairmen,
Kay Carman, Chuck Foster, Pat
Miller and Betty Hinton;
Central Center — Paul Kiesow,
chairman,and Steve Zee;
City entrances — Thomas Hoffman, chairman, Neva Grey
Allbritten, Betty Lowry and Jack
Uddberg;
City-wide Parking and

Pedestrian Amenities — Neva
Grey Allbritten, chairman, Jean
Lindsey, Doris Alexander,
Charlotte Gregory, Anna Faye
Taylor and Rebecca Irvin;
Downtown — Buddy Buckingham, chairman, Bob Wynn,
Gary Rowland, Libby Hart, BW
Adams, Kelly Doran and Jack
&ordeal;
Lmoiscape — Ted Billington,
chairing*.and Tom Han.
Ind-perk — Ellen Golberg,
chairtnan, Jennifer Spencer,
Margie Dunn and John Golberg;
Poet office — Margie Dunn,
chairman,and Max Hurt;
Public and Private Signage —
Robert Williams, chairman,
Howard Titsworth, Robert Head,
Joe Dick, William Kopperud,
Charles Patterson and Chuck
Wynn;
Telephone — Lochie Hart,
chairman, Joe Baker Littleton,
Howard Titsworth, Steve Zea and
Jean Lindsey; and
Works of Art in Public Areas —
Betty Hahs, chairman, Bob Head.
Susan Hart, Betty Scott, Emily
Wolfson and Deanna Parker.
Legal counsel is Bill Phillips.

Search continues for Tylenol couple
By JOHN DOWLING
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) -4- Investigators in the Tylenol poisoning case say they may have an
"extremely significant" clue in a
surveillance photo that may show
a prime suspect watching one of
the victims buying the tainted
drug.
The photograph, made public
Monday, was taken by a
surveillance camera in a Chicago
drug store where one of the victims, 35-year-old Paula Prince,
bought a bottle of Extra-Strength
Tylenol containing cyanidetainted capsules.
In the photo, Miss Prince is
standing near a checkout counter
in the store. In the background,
looking toward her, is a bearded
man resembling Theodore Elmer
Wilson, who along with his wife,
Leann, was described Monday as
a "prime suspect" in the case.
Miss Prince later died.
Sources close to the investigation, who declined to be identified,
said such a photo could be the
case's first real homicide clue —
an indication the culprit was interested in its outcome and its vicUrns.
The couple is the target of a nationwide search. Authorities say
Wilson has used more than a
dozen other names, including
James W. Lewis and Robert
Richardson. He was known as
Richardson in Chicago.
He faces federal charges in a $1
million extortion plot connected to
the killings. His wife has been
charged with using a fraudulent
Social Security number in applying for a job.
Wilson was indicted in a 1978

murder in Kansas City, but the
charges were dropped, officials
say.
Illinois Attorney General
Tyrone Fahner, heading the
Tylenol poisoning task -force, said
the picture would be an "extremely significant" clue if the man in
the picture is identified as Wilson.
"If it turns out it is, it's
dramatic as hell, if you put it
together with the $1 million extortion letter, the connection to the
murder in Kansas City and the
fact that this guy used 17 aliases,"
Fahner said Monday night.
"It could be a tremendous
stroke of irony that the person (in
the picture) turns out to be Paula
Prince and behind her it turns out
to be the man who salted those
capsules," Fahner said.
Investigators have other
photographs that provide a
clearer image of the man in the
published photo, Fahner said. Experts are using computer techniques to enhance and enlarge the
images, he said.
"If the photo has Wilson in it,
that's big, important stuff,"
Fahner said. "If it turns out not to
be, we're right back where we
started."
Earlier Monday,Fahner said investigators had no direct evidence
to link the couple to the seven
deaths, but, "They are prime
suspects at this point in time by
anyone's definition of what a
suspect is."
Fahner said the couple was in
the continental United States and
"more than one credible sighting"
of them was reported over the
weekend. He declined to say
where the couple was seen.
Investigators assume Wilson

has shaved the beard he wore in
Chicago, Fahner said. The attorney general distributed an airbrushed picture showing what
Wilson would look like without a
beard.

From Staff, AP Rapists
FRANKFORT - Reaction to a
two-pottd drop in interest rates on
mortgage money for low and
moderate income Kentuckians
was immediate,said S E Warren.
executive director of the Kentucky Housing CorporaUon.
"Our phone hes been absolutely
ringing off the hook," Warren said
Monday after financial institutions were notified of the change.
The rate, on hauls tram a 1141
Series A bond Issue, was reduced
from 134 parent to 114 psrtwnt
at a special mesasFrIy, he
said.
The howlielk9011111111811a hid to
revise the 111111111111--rabi after the
Federal Housing Administration
lowered its insured rate to 12,-.
percent.
The corporation board also
decided to provide funds to further
reduce interest cost to the
honsebuyer in the first three years
of a loan, cutting it to 944 percent
In the first year.
Funds for the three-year ''buydown," which will allow interest
rates of 9. percent the first year,
10 percent the second year and
10% the third year, will come from
exceso earnings on debt service
reserves.
The corporation accomplishes
the buy-downs by making escrow
deposits with the institutions servicing the mortgages, Warren
said.
The institutions can then underwrite mortgages for people whose
income Is meld= to quality for

a loan at Ps percent 'Merest, but
who could bet afford an 114percent-4=5M loam he said
Warren estimated that $S
million 1. W million will be
available at the new rate through
banks. savings and loans and mow.
(gage bankers around tlw state
That will include funds from the
bond Moue that are not already
committed or in the approve'
stage, he saki
He said that if many of the leen.
already in process are not approved, the amount available under
the new rate could climb as high
as $12 million
Warren said he expected that in
a matter of week', -this rate
change will extinghish and nhaute all kinds available under
this bond WSW
According to Loretta Jobs. Murray Century 21 reador, the drop in
rates is an attempt to utilise
monies that hove been setting
there with numerous conditions
and restrictions malt
She pointed out that previously
many of the restrictions had been
placed on both the buyer and the
money, but some of these are now
being relaxed "One of the restrictions even included, the buyer
could not have owned a home during the peat three years," she
said. "These stipulations made it
had an Ow purchaser, the seller
and the reader combined "
Jobs noted that several applicants are already signing up for
an opportunity to qualify for the
(Continued On Pane I

Newspaper to publish
'Holiday Cookbook'
The second annual cookbook of the Murray Lodger & Times, this
year to be entitled "Holiday Cookbook," will be published Thursday,
Nov. lit just in time for Thanksgiving
The recipe contest for the cookbook is open to the public and einitas
will be published in the special section. Categories will be appetisers.
salad, bread, casserole-vegetable, meet-main dish and desserts. An
overall winner and category winners will be selected.
Rules for the competition include:
• No employee or family member of the Murray !Adger & Times
may enter.
• Entries must be postmarked no later than Nov. 2.
• Each entry should be typed or printed on a half-sheet of typing
paper or index card.
• Attached to each recipe by paper clip or Maple should be the entrants' name,address and daytime telephone number.
• Each entrant only can submit one recipe per category.
• Recipes may come from any source. as long as they are not
solely dependent on ready-made mix.
• When submitting recipes, completely spell out puch words as
teaspoon, tablespoon, cup and others describing Chgredients or
measurements.
Entries should be mailed to: Holiday Cookbook, the Murray
Ledger & Thiess, Box 1040, Murray,Ky.,42071.
The overall winner will receive WS and each category winner will
be presented $10.

A MUSICAL EXTRAVAGANZA — Some ON students gathered Monday morning to me the stage production of Gran Folkloric° de Mexican at Lovett Audited= en *tray Ueda University. The fiesta dap'bow
was seaweed by the Murray Civic Mimic Aaeociatkin,the Kestadty Atte Coma IOU,the Calloway County
Scheel system, the Murray Independent School System and the Music Departmmit el Murray Woman's snub.
According to[Abby Hart, spokesperson for the MCKA,the diiktren are Wanda at fine arts are an Important part of education as well as their cultural heritage. By &awing theme internatimed cultural attractions
the students have an opportunity to experience a wide range of adhere'events,she said. Students' comments
about the production ranged from great, neat and beautiful to smiting and fantastic. Above,two Robertson
Ziementary students talk about the production. Ushers for the show were provided by the Murray Woman's
Club.
UM photos by Greg Travis
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Social Security to borrow funds
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — An expert on Social Security says it is
likely the old age fund will have to
borrow upwards of $11 billion by
the end of the year to keep paying
checks on time until next summer.
The Treasury Department said
Monday the old age fund will have
to borrow $1 billion to $2 billion
shortly after Election Day to
cover the Nov. 3 checks for nearly
32 million retirees and their
families, and an undetermined
amount in December.
Congress last December
authorized the borrowing from the
disability and Medicare funds on a
temporary basis to keep the old
age fund from running dry.
In April, Social Security's three
trustees projected that the old age
fund would need to borrow $7
billion to $11 billion before its borrowing authority expires on Dec.
31.
"Really, I would think that to be
prudent they'd borrow on the high
side to be sure they could get
through the six months (through
June 1983)," said Robert J.
Myers, executive director of the
National Commission on Social
Security Reform. "I don't think
Congress would fault them if
they're a little on the high side."
Myers, a former deputy commissioner of Social Security, said
the sluggish economy has held
down Social Security's payroll tax
receipts and will push the borrowing close to the upper end of that
range.
Treasury spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said the interfund borrowing — the first in the program's history — involves nothing

more than "a bookkeeping entry"
after the checks go out. He stressed, "There Is no danger of
anyone's not receiving a check."
Myers estimated that $1 billion
to $1.5 billion remained in the old
age fund after September checks
totaling $11.9 billion were mailed
Oct. 3. That was the trust fund's
lowest balance in three decades or
more, he said.
Payroll tax receipts will rebuild
the fund before Nov. 3, but it may
still fall short of the $11.5 billion
needed, Myers said.
Fitzwater said the interhuid
borrowing will take place

"probably the first week in
November between the third and
the fifth. ... It will be somewhere
In the range of $1 billion to $2
billion."
"We just can't say at this time"
precisely how much will be borrowed, he said. "We don't know
until the receipts come in."
The old age fund has been in
financial trouble since 1975, when
it stood at nearly $37 billion. It
would have been depleted in 1980
or 1981, but Congress temporarily
reallocated the payroll tax
receipts to shift $9 billion from the
disability to the old-age fund.

Interest rates continue to fall;
stocks still over 1,000 mark
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Writer
The nation's financial markets,
bouyed by the recent big dropoff
in interest rates, shrugged off
news that the nation's factories
were working at their lowest level
in 7't years.
Interest rates in the open
market continued to fall Monday
as the Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks vaulted above the
1,000 mark after having slumped
late last week. The widely watched index of blue-chip stocks climbed 26.12 points, to 1,019.22 — the
highest level since April 27, 1981.
Bond prices added as much as
$10 for every $1,000 in face value.
The Federal Reserve Board
said manufacturers used just 69.1
percent of capacity in September,
down 0.5 percentage point from

the month before and the lowest
since the 69.1 percent in March
1975. September's drop was the
12th in the last 14 months.
The figures paralleled the
government's report last week
that total output by factories and
mines fell 0.6 percent in
September.
Six-month savings certificates
will pay less than 9 percent interest starting today, a reflection
of the recent big ciropoff in interest rates that has sent stock
and bond markets soaring.
Under the government's formula for setting the rate on savings certificates, based on the
latest auction of U.S. treasury
bills, commercial banks will be
limited to paying 8.73 percent
while savings institutions can pay
up to 8.98 percent. Both were paying 9.15 percent last week.

A THREAT OF FIRE — Students at North Calloway Elementary School were evacuated around 2:30 p.m.
gonday when two classrooms began to fill with smoke. The Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad was summoned to the scene, however,according to Steve Ladd,senior captain and first to arrive, the power wasabut
off and the situation subdued. The cause was later found in a faulty portion of electrical equipment. Above,
Tool Jones, school secretary (right), assures concerned parents and students that everything is under control.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Interest monies...

(Continued From Page 1)

low-interest money.
"It's a good, long-term loan,"
she said. "But, indeed one of the
most appealing factors of the loan
is that currently the money comes
in the form of an assumable loan,

League invites Hale to speak at library
The League of Women Voters of
Murray-Calloway County has invited Charles Hale, property
valuation administrator, for a program of "Taxing Issues," at 7:30
p.m. tonight in the Calloway County Public Library meeting room.
Hale will discuss the policies of

PROMOTED — Battalion Commander Lt. Col. Robert Boyle (third from right) recently visited Murray's
U.S. Army Reserve Center and congratulated five soldiers who were promoted. They are (from left) Staff
Sgt. Gary Atkerson, Specialist 5 Tim Summerville, Staff Sgt. John Young,Specialist 5 Morris Prescott, and
PFC John Taylor. The men are members of Company D,3rd Battalion, 2nd Brigade, 398th Regiment of Kentucky's 100th Division.
Staff photo by John Salerno
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assessing properties for taxing
purposes and will be available for
a question-and-answer session.
Louise Sickel and Ellie
Christopher, co-chairpersons for
the league's local programs, urge
the public to attend.

years," she added.
Commenting that the Kentucky
Housing Corporation money was
indeed a good benefit, Bill Kopperud, Kopperud Realty, stated
thatdespite the various conditions
purchasers will find certain income ranges as well as housing
specifications to content with.
"These guidelines are approved
through the local mortage company for the loans, ours (Murray)
being Paducah," he said.
Other realtors contacted by the
Murray Ledger & Times declined
to comment on the matter or were
unavailable for comment.

MEMBERSHIP MEETING PLANNED — Members of the Murrray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Membership Committee (from left) Tommy Brown, Terrell Mayton, Lou Hide, associate director of
the Chamber, Craig McCrystal, Chairman, and Jane Rogers are completing plans for an informative public
meeting. Scheduled for Oct. 25, 7 p.m. at the Commerce Centre, US.641 North,the meeting will be designed
to explain to members and non-members the benefits of joining the Chamber,*hat the Chamber ia doing and
what businesses can do to unify and promote businesses in Murray and Calloway County. Other members of
the committee are Z.C. Enix,David King and Bill Kopperud.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
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Army says new tank
not turkey but gobbler
The Army's new main battle teak, the U-1
Abrams, is the finest thing since bottled beer, the
Pentagon contends. The Abrams may sot be a
Wilkey, critics retort, hut it does gobble from time
to time.
One area of agreement is that the Abrams is Bendisbly expensive — $2.1 million a copy now. The Array plans to buy 7,051 of them That totals in the
bth-rent neighborhood of $20 billion.
As disagreements continue over the performance
of the tank, the first 585 of which have been
delivered to the Army, we think it is urgent that an
exhaustive congressional inquiry be made into the
armored behemoth. There have been dozens of
studies in the past decade as the M-1 was being
developed, but criticism of the tank has not been
adequately rebutted. Though reports from the
NATO exercises now gong on give the tank high
marks, there is suspicion that the Army may be
fudging some pertinent figures.
The latest criticism comes from a private group,
the Project on Military procurement. It released
two internal Army reports that suggest, among
other things, that the Abrams is not nearly as
reliable as its champions maintain. The Army
replies that th discrepancies are largely a matter of
interpreting teat results.
The Army might be right. However, there is so
much money and so much tactical importance
riding on the tank that it would be a travesty of congressional oversight if these allegations are not
thoroughly plumbed.
For example, the Army claims that the 60-ton
tank meets a goal of 101 miles of operation between
mechanical failures. The Project on Mlitary Procurement's analysis of the Army documents finds
that the Abrams travels an average of less than 45
miles before something snaps,cracks or pops.
The M-1 is a fearsome weapon,fast and powerful,
but it also has less range, consuming more fuel,
than the current M-60 and — according to critics —
has a dismally low "operational availablity." That
is, it's in the shop 44 percent of the time.
Any major weapon system represents an immensely complex meshing of design, development,
testing and deployment — especially in the hightech environment of modern warfare. Invariably
there are glitches.

Precautions taken for
future drug tampering
It woukthtat least a small comfort to think that
the vicioitarrandom killing ot seven persons who
took cyaletre-laced capsules of Extra-Strellgat
Tylenol was the work of a uniquely deranged person
who will inspire no imitators. One passionately
hopes so, for the potential ways in which lunatics or
terrorists may loose their venom on society are
many and unspeakable.
Beyond the actual and potential tragedy, tough,
lie problems and questons that, in their way, are
equally troubling. It is possible to seal packages
containing drugs so that tampering may be more
easily detected, and authorities are working on that
problem. But there probably is no foolproof way to
guarantee against another tragedy like those in the
Chicago area. The fact that most patent medicines
are sold in self-service stores only makes control
more difficult. It would scarcely be possible to introduce a security system in drugstores and other
outlets for household remedies that could prevent
tampering altogether. Anyone can purchase a bottle of capsules, take them home and poison them,
then return them to a store shelf unnoticed.
So one is left with a feeling of helplessness. As one
official put it, "It would seem there are evil people
— or people with evil intent or demented intent —
doing something that has never been done before."
Indeed. Many vicious acts of the past couple
decades could so be described. Some of them, such
as airplane hijackings, have been controlled to
some extent. Others, the kind of random acts no one
can foresee or effectively guard against, put all of
us at the mercy of unseen and unknown
psychopaths.
Still, we must not give way to reaignaion on the
assumption that nothing can be done. Apart from
taking every possible precaution to make such
heinous acts more difficult in the future, even the
most civilized society must be prepared to pnish
crimes of this nature for the atrocites they are, and
to pursue their perpetrators vigilantly. We should
also take heart from the way in which various
responsible agencies and individuals have spared
no effort in moblizing against this outrage. It is easy
to forget that, despite the cruelty and callousness so
evident in today's world, society still can and does
summon the energy and the compassion that such
tragedes demand and that still enable us to call
ourselves civilized.
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A rather complicated chain of events
swirled around this Scottish poem
Dorothy (Mrs. Henry) McKenzie
was shopping with her son, Douglas.
in downtown London, England, Aug.
21 when she fell and broke a hip. They
were to fly home the next day, concluding a month-long visit in
England,Wales and Scotland.
Although it was painful, she
managed to make it back to Murray
— thanks to a lot of wheelchairs, and
tender loving care on the part of the
airline people — rather than being
hospitalized in England for who
knows how long.
Ella Mae Quertermous and Mary
Moore Lassiter had been with them
for 10 days earlier but had returned
to the states when Mrs. McKenzie
was injured. Son Douglas is a professor of psychology at San Antonio
(Tex.) College, and it was fortunate
-that he was with his mother when she
fell and was there to help her on the
return trip.
Mrs. McKenzie had gone to
England primarily to visit cousins of
her late husband in Scotland. A
native of Scotland, the Reverend
McKenzie. was the minister at the
First Presbyterian Church in Murray
for a number of years before his
death in March of 1981.
•••
Seated in a big chair in her home at
1001 Sharpe Street, she told me the
other day of another sidelight of her
trip — which was her third to
Scotland — upon which she looks
back as "a delightful experience." It
all started more than two years ago.
For rriany years, she and Henry
had subscribed to the Scottish
magazine,"Scots." She was reading
a copy one day during Henry's final
illness when she noticed in the "Letters to The Editor" column that a
Mrs. Flora Garry was seeking information about a poem entitled
"Tomorrow."
"It's first lines went something like
this," she said. "liere'sto ye, lad,
as forrit ye start;-nith a light in your

eyes and a song in your heart.' Of
course, it was in the Scottish dialect,
but thee lines from It literally leaped
out at me I had heard Henry quote
them many times."
The poem,she said, was written by
the late Dr. Robert Freeman, a
Presbyterian minister in Pasadena,
Calif., and much admired by
Reverend McKenzie. Shortly after
their marriage in 1936, Reverend
McKenzie gave her a book at
Freeman's poems, entitled "The
Land I Live In." The poem,"Tomorrow," was in it.
Also in it were others which
became their favorites, inched*
"Living in Another Room," b1111-which Reverend McKenzie Age
quoted during funeral services. She
herself often had quoted adaptations
from "Tomorrow" in speaking at
mother-daughter banquets. Written
for the young,its underlying theme is
"be kind to the old man (or woman )
you are going to be.
•••
Mrs. McKenzie, however, didn't
answer the inquiry in the magazine
for several months, thinking someone in Scotland,surely, would respond. But as she scanned subsequent
issues, she could find no further mention of it.
This seemed to haunt her. Maybe
they didn't know after all, she
thought. So, one day she wrote to
Mrs. Garry at her home address. She
told her about the poem and included
a biographical sketch of the author,
Dr. Freeman, gleaned from Mr.
McKenzie's books and papers.
In about 10 days,she received a letter from Scotland, but from still a different lady. It was from a Miss
Christine Graham, whose brother
had been pastor of a church in
Maryville, Tenn. He, too, often had
quoted the poem in his sermons.
After his death.Iowa ladies
in
bed yoked itde wife
far acongr
copye Zoom.Shereelluiv-

hie it, had tarried to his akar in
Scotland for help.
Among Miss Graham's Iselba
friends was one who knew a eaglets
of Mrs. Garry's. She prevails=
her to ask the post If she was
with the ikosen.eNo, she wamit but
she offered to help by inserting the
letter Mrs. McKenzie had seen in
"Scots" magazine
Shortly afterwards, a letter arrived from Mrs. Garry.She appreciated
the information Mrs. McKenzie had
sent to her. She went on to write that
she and her husbiutd, a retired professor of biology at the University of
Glasgow were members of a poetry
11.6
A Itthe
y. first opportunity, she planned to share the poem and Use
material an Dr. Freeman with its
members.-111111111relleins was the
chancellor at Abatises Scotland)
University.
•••

Thusly, began an exchange of correspondence between Mrs. McKenzie
and the Scottish poet which in time
Wassailed into a close pen-pal relationship.
Mrs. Garry also has sent Mrs.
McKenzie a book of her poems, all
written in the Gaelic language. " It
has been great fun translating
them," she laughed.
"She has a great sense of humor. In
one poem she writes of her girlhood
dreams of someday being the wife of
a professor. Then in a later one she
writes what it really Is like being one
— nothing at all like that of which she
dreamed as girl."

Wean "all over the
lee
ream with walls revered *shakes
at them. Mot imbed maims the Garrye' Nee asid vograelie perdue. and
they Moms roam huller acgemmed
over lasespn
Ames the thaws she left with the
Garry. was her -time were" riipy of
Dr Freemen's Wok et paws. -The
lAnd I Live Is:
. Left 11111 a 'loan
basis," it apparently is sae of only •
few still'reed Stw wanted to come
up with one to give them as a oft, but
was enable to locate another one
"It was a delightful vet," Mrs
McKenzie said with a smile. "but
lemsi It amusing how n all developed
from a request originating no harther away from Murray than
Maryville. Tenn for a poem initial
by an American pouter dm Scottish
dialect — the pile111hTsftibvoived in the exchange of corranisedence
and, eventually, my g
visit
with Mrs Garry and her
It is Indeed

looking back

Ten years ago
Mrs Anne E Flood, director of
food service at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. was installed as
president of Kentucky Dietetic
Association at the meeting at lake
Bartley Lodge
Deaths reported include W M
Bud )Turner,IS.
Murray Civitan Club made a doneboo of 150 to the landscaping fund at
the Murray Woman's Club Coffield
•••
Vance, Civitan president, 'presented
So, while she was in Scotland and,
the check to Mrs Matt Sparkman,
fortunately, before she fell in Lonclub president, and Mrs John J
don,Mrs. McKenzie visited with Mrs.-----Livesay. Mrs. Lenvel Yates and Mrs.
Garry and her husband in their hem- regisd Cotham of the Garden Departin Comrie, driving the 50 miles &ow mentof MWC.
the home of Reverend McKenzie's
Births reported include a boy to
cousins.
'1111er-811111411es Nereid Hopkins, Oct
She toted their home martini* tiao
McKeaelohane here is &Germs,with —Oaken el
ChM at Mw"
ray High School are 'Ca thy
Christopher, Kathy Rogers, Nancy
Spann,Jan Purclom, Anne Erwin and
Gail Herndon.
Twenty years ago
USED TO WORK.
Enrollment at Murray State College is listed as 3,606 students. acIN NE GOVERNMENT
cording
to Don Hunter, registrar
UMEMPLOVMENT STATiSTIC6
Deaths reported include Mrs Earl
DEPARTMENT!
Newport,51
Mr. and Mrs Claude Tidwell will
observe their 50th wedding aruuversary on Oct. 20.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Hough, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Cyril Lilly, a boy to Mr and
Mrs. Owen Cook and a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Donald Ford.
John 0. Pasco, Jr., has been
awarded a letter of commendation
for his high score on the National
Merit Scholarship Examination, according to Eli Alexander, principal of
Murray High School where Pasco is a
senior
Thirty years ago
Advisory Council of Calloway
County Homemakers met Oct 16
with Mrs. Curtis Hays, president,
presiding. Rachel Rowland is county
home demonstration agent.
Martha Jane Branson, Louisville,
state president of American Association of University Women, spoke at
meeing of the Murray Branch of
ting performance of two bulwarks of
ing a greater rote in governmental
AAUW at Murray Woman's Club
Kentucky's tax system — the sales
affairs, are saying the governor
House. Mrs. John C. Winter was in
and the coal severance levies.
should give them imput this time in
charge of the program.
They had been doing adequately to
any fiscal crisis.
Births reported include a girl to
surprisingly well throughout the
An ideal time would be during any
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Falwell. Oct 7
recession.
special session Brown might call, say
Mary Alice Burton, daughter of
In July, the first month of this
in mid-January.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Burton, was
fiscal year, they continued to meet or
"Up to now, the vast majority of
married to Dean Humphries, son of
exceed expectations.
legislators didn't want a special sesMr. and Mrs. Lee Humphries, on Oct.
Then came the August data and the
sion," one source said. "But when
15.
faces of state fiscal officials fell.
they see a spending cut is inevitable,
Showing at Varsity Theatre is "The
The severance tax for the first time
they might want to be involved."
Big
Sky" starring Kirk Douglas,
In many months was below normal,
Whether such linkage is practical,
Dewey Martin, Elizabeth Threatt
the inevitable result of the coal fields
nobody knows. Whether there will be
and Arthur Hinmicutt
recession.
a special session, nobody knows.
The sales tax, usually a cheerful
Brown still is non-commital despite
business barometer, was flat.
growing reports the session is more
On the theory that one month does
likely than ever.
not a fiscal year make, finance and
The governor would be interested
revenue officials decided to wait on
In a session mainly for any so-called
the September information before
tax reform package that he may ofrevising the year's budget outlook.
fer *rod partly for the multibanking
Those three months, according to
bill which failed in the regular sessome reports, will display a
sion.
somewhat dreary pattern.
The legislators, from all reports,
All the previous cutbacks have
are not enthused about any tax probeen Brown's. He has not conselted
posals, but would be willing to pass
with the Legislature.
the banking measure.
The 1912 assembly enacted a law,
The most practicabl(
e time for any
which does not take effect until 1984,
special session would be after the
which arranges for joint action betassembly holds its 10-day organizaween the executive and its branch in
tional meeting under new procedures
the event of potential shortages exallowing it to prepare for the 1984 sesceeding a certain amount.
sion.
That leaves Brown free to continue
The organizational meetings would
making any spending reductions as
Mart Jan. 4 and run for a maximum
he wishes.
of 10 days, but those days need not be
But some legislators, always seekconsecutive.
.•••••••••••

*MEM

capitol conversation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — It's
possible that the state may be facing
another revenue shortfall, although
not on the scale of the past 21
/
2 years.
The new figures on tax collections
are due this week, and Revenue
Secretary Ron Geary said he cannot
determine precisely what they will
show.
But one report from a legislative
source indicates the upshot is that the
state could face a deficit of up to $60
million this fiscal year.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has been
battling potential deficits since he
took office.
He decided to opt for the simple
method and reduce state spending all
along the line so that general taxes
would not have to be increased.
He has cited this approach as a
hallmark of his administration, and
In the process has reaped some recent favorable national publicity.
That phase involved cutting back
hundreds of millions of dollars. If a
new shortfall develops, it won't begin
to come near that amount
And, in contrast to the previous
lack of financial reserves for the
state,some cushions will be handy.
They will take the form of about $21
million which the 1982 Legislature set
aside as a budget surplus, plus $9
million in a reserve trust fund.
Why all the concern in the first
place about a potential deficit?
The answer lies in the disappoin-

by sy romsey
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Harmon-McCoart wedding planned

dotebook
Mrs. Smith at Benton

Tennis ploy Thursday

Group A of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Oct. 21, at 10 a.m. Members
note change in time. Substitutes will be Lynn Stout
and Jenny S.Smock.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Sue
Overbey, Lois Keller, Janne Hughes and O•01101111DA Moffitt; Court Two — Patsy Oakley, Judy Carroll, Emmy Edwards and Frankie McNutt; Court
Three — Patsy Miller, Joni Billington, Sharron
Brown and Lana Smith; Court Four — Rainey Ap.
person, Brenda Marquardt, Andrea Hogancamp
and Jeanetta Williams.

Home group plans meeting
,Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday, Oct. 21, at 2 p.m. at the club house
with Senior Citizens as special guests. lrms La
Follettee will present a program about her travels.
Hostesses will be Ruth Moffett, Marjorie
Crawford, Jackie Waterfield and Frances Butterworth.

CCARC to meet Thursday
Calloway County Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet Thursday, Oct. 21, at 7 p.m. in
Room 210, Special Education Building, Murray
State University. Rick Christman, director of
Mdntal Retardation and Developmental Disabled
Services for Western Kentucky Mental Retardation
Board, will be speaker.
Christman will speak about changes in guardianship law which will affect families with mentally
handicapped individuals, a spokesman said.

Oaks club plans event
A four-man team golf scramble at the Oaks Country Club will be Saturday, Oct. 23, at 12:30 p.m. at
the club. Entry fee will be $5 which will include a
supper to be served by Calloway Chamber Singers.
Proceeds will go to the Singers to help finance their
trip to Austria next summer.
Reservations should be made by Friday by calling Paulette Reed at 753-8766 or the Pro Shop at 7536454.

Mrs. Jettie Smith has been transferred to Room
206, Long Term Care Unit, Marshall County
Hospital, Benton, Ky. 42025. She had been a patient
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital and is the wife
of Joe B.Smith.

The approaching marnage of Miss Leigh A,an
Harmon, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James L Harmon, and Bill McCoart,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert McCoart, has
been announced.

UDC to meet Wednesday
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy will meet Wednesday, Oct. 20, at
1:30 p.m. at the home tf Dr. Helene H. Visher with
Dr. Mildred Hatcher as cohostess. Mrs. Harry
Sparks will speak about "The Schools During the
1060's," according to Mrs. William S. Major, president.
Other chapter officers are Mrs. John J. Livesay,
first vice president and registrar, Dr. Visher, second vice president, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, secretary,
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, treasurer, Mrs. Fred
Gingles, historian, and Mrs. Edward A. Davis,
chaplain.

The wedding vows will
be aaid Saturday, Oct. 23,
at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Chapter hears Mahoney
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met Thursday, Oct. 7,
at Calloway Public
Librlary.
Rowena Emerson was
in charge of the program
entitled "Dietetics."
Guest speaker was Patty
Mahoney of the Diet
Center who presented an
informative program on
sensible nutrition and
eating habits.
Mary Graves, president, presided. Barbara
Chllcutt, service chairman, reported the quota
of the chapter's donations
was made to the Murray-

Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank.
Members and family
donors were Ila Brown,
Joyce Thomas, Kelly
Thomas, Lisa Wilson and
Randy Wilson.
Refreshments were
served by Mrs. Emerson.
Others present, not
previously mentioned,
were Linda Darnell,
Vicky Holton, Debbie
Lyons, Lois Ruiz and Barbara Williams.
The club will have a
Halloween social dinner
at Ninth Street House,
Paducah, on Thursday,
Oct. 21.

Leigh Ann Harmon
to marry Bill McCoort

community events listed
Tuesday,Oct. 19
Tuesday,Oct. 19
Alcoholics Anonymous
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will meet at 8 p.m. in
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
club house.
Center.
Murray Assembly No.
Singles Class of
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7 Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
p.m. at lodge hall.
meet at 7 p.m. at church.

Nadine Turner selected Business Woman of day for Tuesday

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Wednesday,Oct. 20

Calloway County Interagency Conference
will meet at 3 p.m. in
community room of
Calloway Public Library.
Note change from
regular date.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for* activities by senior citizens.
Friendship luncheon of
Business and Professional Women's Club will
be from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.

Thursday, Oct. 21
Calloway County
Association for Retarded
Citizens will met at 7 p.m.
in Room 210, Special
Education Building, Murray State.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 2 p.m. at club
house.

Calloway Chamber
served on the KenBoosters will meet at 7
Nadine Turner, R.N., Tuesday by the Murray part of the club's obser- also
of Nursing.
p.m. at Calloway County
was selected as Business Business and Profes- vance of National tucky Board
she was
recently
Most
High School.
Week.
Women's
Woman of the day for sional Women's Club as a Business
Murray Optimist Club
Mrs. Turner retired selected as one of a 30scheduled to meet at 6
is
and
care
health
Twin Lakes Antique
member
of
years
Oct. 1 after 18
FAVORITE
Car Club will meet at
service as director of nur- nursing delegation to p.m. at Joe's Family
YEAR gm
sing at Murray-Calloway travel to the Peoples Restaurant
Murray-Calloway Gateway Restaurant,
China.
of
Republic
a
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She
Hospital.
County
will
Study
Bible
Baptist
"STERLING SILVER — A
County Hospital Aux- DraffenvWe,at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Turner and her be at 6 p.m. at David Cun- iliary will meet at 10 a.m.
First
the
of
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VALUABLE HEIRLOOM"
Temple Hill Chapter
United Methodist Church. husband, Tom, reside on ningham home.
in third floor classroom of
terling Silver flatware is a prized and beautiful
No.
511 Order of the
The nurse has been ac- North 12th Street.
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ession because it is crafted with unmatched
League of Women
Eastern Star will meet at
tive in professional
stry. It is one of the most enduring of all things
Voters' local program on
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Thursday,Oct. 21
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Nurses Association and Revolution began in 1793. of Calloway County, as social dinner at Ninth will meet at 7 p.m. at
speaker will be at 7:30 Street House,Paducah.
na, with frequent usage. Well designed sterling
church parlor.
central center 753-3314
p.m. in meeting room of
will always be in good taste and, if post experience
Cub Scout Pack No. 76
obonna's Needlework
Calloway Public Library.
is any guide, will increase in value.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
will
meet at 7 p.m. at
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consisting
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Sterling is a precious
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Stag Night will be at 6
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Murray Moose Lodge will meet at 7 p.m. at Club with Ted Delaney,
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in design and surface finishes.
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lower level floor plan
floor plan - upper level
THE LOWER LEVEL BRICK SIDING of this bi-level home combines with upper level
frame construction and features contrasting shutters. The main level has a center hallway
with a three-bedroom sleeping wing to one side and the activity area on the opposite side.
Plan HA1177G has 1,175 square feet on the upper level and 1,050 on the lower level. For
more information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope - to architect
Carl E. Geiser, 25600 Telegraph Road, Southfield, Mich. 48034.

Do-it-yourself ideas perk up home decorating
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Are you on the lookout
for some inexpensive doit-yourself decorating
ideas to perk up your
home?
Here are some thoughts
to consider from the wall
coverings industry:
-Cover three mailing
tubes of different heights
with metallic wallpaper
and slip clay or glass pots
inside them. Group the
three together to make an
indoor planter area.
-Buy or make two different size plywood
boxes. Cover each one
with straw matting or
other grass cloth textured wall covering.
Stack one box on top of
the other tor-an easy and
inexpensive contemporary coffee table.
-Make a decorative
folding screen with two or
three hinged plywood
panels covered in a
wallpaper pattern that
matches your decor.
-Create interest at the
end of a long hall by
wallpapering a "garden
view" or trompe l'oeil
scene on the back wall.
-Cover an unpainted
chest with wallpaper and
use a different coordinating pattern to line
the drawers.
The versatility of these
simple-to-execute ideas is
based on wall covering. It
is this versatility that
helps explain why
wallpaper is coming back
into fashion after several
decades of being
relegated to the kitchen
and bathroom.
At a recent discussion
in New York sponsored
by the National Home
Fashions League, some
industry executives offered evidence that wall
coverings are being used
more frequently as
homemakers concentrate
on upgrading their
quarters with doityourself projects rather
than moving or engaging
in costly new decorating
schemes.
To some extent, the ups
and downs of wall coverings seem to have no
rhyme or reason. As Lyn
Peterson, president of
Motif Designs, pointed
out: "Ever since it was
first invented, wallpaper
has been going in and out
of style with regularity."
After enjoying great
popularity in the era just
after World War II,
wallpaper went out of
fashion between the 1950s
&nd '70s.
Last year, however,
sales of approximately
125 million rolls were
recorded. Though this is
far below the 400 million
rolls sold annually in the
1940s, the executives see
definite evidence that
wallpaper is once again
on the rise.
Changes in the product
as well as its display and
selling methods have
made it easier to choose
and use than before. As

Even more important ferings organized around
one panelist said, "The
average wallpaper and for consumers than the a single theme such as
paint store of 25 years ago appearance of "country style" or
had 50 or so musty books understated patterns has American traditional.
stacked 4 feet high on a been the development of
One indication that
table somewhere in the coordinated home fur- manufacturers mean to
nishings which offer a
back."
be more helpful to conToday, said Neil family of products in sumers has been the apJanovic, a paint and fabric, wall coverings pearance of a number of
wallpaper retailer in New and accessories.
Nowadays, it is com- consumer information
York, many specialty
mon
to find several such booklets on how to choose
stores display hundreds
and use wall coverings.
of sample books in well- themed collections in
department
stores
One such booklet,
lighted, systematically- large
arranged viewing areas. and home centers, said available free in single
In addition, many stock Libson, citing such copies, is "The Wall
wallcoverings so a pioneering groups as Covering How-To Handbook," a 16-page booklet
customer can see, touch Gear and Laura Ashley.
Taking a leaf from such with information on buyand walk away with her
choice instead of having books, wall coverings ing, estimating quantities
to special order and wait makers have become bet- and hanging wallpaper.
ter at editing their offer- The booklet also contains
for it.
According to Lionel ings, introducing books ideas for do-it-yourself
Libtion of GTR Well which gather together a decorating projects as
Coverings, grewing, variety of coordinating well as a glossary of wall
numbers of subtle tex- wallpapers and fabric of- covering terms.
tural wallpapers are
available in colors
designed to go with those
current in other home
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
furnishings products.
Such wallpapers are
more appropriate for the
living room and bedroom
than more strident and
"trendy" patterns would
be, he said.
representing
"On the commercial
American
and
International
Troveltime
side, wall coverings are
being specified by architects and designers of
large hotels and office
buildings more often
because they find they
.
add warmth to the set*Bulbs IAII Varieties1
tings," said Libson.
*Cushion Mums
He also argued that
•La wn Seeding
wall coverings represent
*Landscape
a better buy than paint
NNW
since they may last from
Planning & Planting
three to five years with
little or no maintenance
while painted surface
must be cleaned regularly and renewed frequent(502)753-1725
407 N. 12th Mornay
ly.
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Even if you have

a group
plan...
Are you covered by a group health insurance plan Of are yov
only partially covered1 Check with your employer - then see
us to find out if you and your family have dangerous gaps in
your health insurance coverages. Chances are we can
ir group plan with important coverages at a
supplement
minimal cost.

Bob Nanney
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suRE-FLAME
DSOS
Burns wood or
coal efficiently.
Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.

MI High efficiency - zero heatloss
Meifiberglass insulattonand
galvanizeci painted weathercoves

tail for a free dernonat rat ton
in your office today.
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llbahlba's new Bli--45ti
desktop plain paper copier.
Exclusive VIP and ACI.: mean better
performance and better ropy quality Arid
super reductiona,edge-to-arige copying and
dual paper caossettas

MFG. UST

MN thermostat controls draft
id blower - tor moreeven
heat distribuilon and comloii
control

1
0
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• Ulm coPority 700 to 1100 CFM • Compoct,yet works Stec
giant. Efficientfor all types of
blower wilts unique baffle
system for 100.000-150.000
homes. mobile homes,strops
and hog & calf barns
SRI output

OZARK LOG HOMES STOVE SHOPPE
Nwy. Ill Ily-Puss dwrey, Ky. 753.4774

3049 S. BELTLINE
PADUCAH, KY.
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DESIGN
MEANS MORE
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Sale Starts Oct. 19
Ends Oct.24

641 N. Central C ter
759-9995
Mon.-Sot. 9-9
Sun. 12-6
Halloween

Oh how scary,
We have masks ugly and hairy.
Make-up to fix up trick or treat,
On Halloween you I hope don't meet.
Pumpkins to carry all your apples one cindy,
Costumes here, there are some dandys
Make-up, costumes, hats and all,
We have them large and small.
Come see our display,
Wal Mart has it, you'll always say.
Written by Associate Donna Elliott

Girls Velour Tops
'
Fashion styled sweaters
for your fall wardrobe
'
Available in a wide variety
of styles, colors and
fabrications

20th Anniversary
Celebration Continues
With Super Low Prices
On These Items
And More!

RUSTLER'
BRAND
FROM THE MAKERS OF
Willin901M

Everyday
Low Price
Mons Rustler
Fashion Jeans
'100% Cotton indigo
denim •28-38 Waist.
var:qus,lengths
-40FOItOri design back
poc kets
•BotCor.straight leg
styles

We Sell
For Less
Every
Single
Day

'Fashion styled sweaters
for your fall wardrobe
'Available in a wide variety
of styles, colors and
fabrications 'Sizes S, M, L

12.97
13.97
oplAi

r.“...01.116}111

Ladies Half Slips
and Camisoles
'100% Non-cling antron

Jr. Misses
Corduroy Jeans
•84% Cotton, 16%
polyester
•3 Pocket, 4 pocket
or 5 pocket styles,
some with
embroidery back
pocket 'Fall
fashion colors
'Size 5/6-15/16

Everyday Low Price
Playtex 18 Hour Bra

Queen Size

'Lace or tricot cups
'Various sizes
King Size

Save 2.64
Childrens and Boys Casuals
•Leather-like tan 'Cushion collar and lining
•Long wearing soles'Reg. 10.87 and 12.87

8.23 10.23
Childrens Sizes
81
/
2-3

Sizes
7-14

Junior Misses
Sweater

nylon
•Wide selection of mix and
match lace trims
'White, beige, and black
'Petticoats with front, side.
and dual slits
•25-27 Inch lengths
•Sizes S,M,L

Twin Size

'Twin sets include: 1 standard
pillowcase, 1 flat sheet and 1
fitted sheet
•Full and queen sets include.
2 standard pillowcases, 1 flat and
1 fitted sheet
'King set includes: 2 king
pillowcases, 1 flat sheet and
1 fitted sheet

8.96
9.96

Slx•4
4-6x

Craig AM/FM Stereo Cassette
'Designed especially for
most import and x-body
cars 'Auto reverse, locking
fast forward and rewind,
LOC/DX switch 'No. T501

Ginger Jar Lamp
•Ceramic
•26 Inches high
'Shade size 9x16x3
inches
*Colors: coffee, sand,
chocolate, rust, white
blue 'No. 5111

Boys Sizes
31
/
2-6

Everyday Low Price
Mens Orlon Crew Sock
•75% Orlon, 25% polyester
•6 Colors to choose from
'Sizes 10-13

Everyday Low Price
RCA Sportable 12 In. Black & White TV
iCOntemPbrary cabinet of durable plastic
i•Deluxe walnut finish .100% •No. 121W
Solid state chassis 'Fast warm-up picture tube

Developing and printing color print Mtn

111 12 Exposure Roll
!
15 Exposure Roll
g 24 Exposure
Roll

I 36 Exposure Roll

1.76
I
2.54
3.17
4.57 111

Coupon Must Accompany Order III
Limit One coupOn per customer
Expires 10-23-82

WAL-MART

Terrific Savings!

Pocket Simon
'Electronic game challenges
your concentration with
sequence of sound and
colored lights 'Miniature
version of the famous
Simon Game 'Batteries not
included •No 4046

211184

Everyday Low Price
Space Invader

•Electronic handheld game
with high-speed action
*Computer controlled digital
displays 'Two skill levels'
•BatterieS not inciuded
•No 6012

WAL4AART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY — it is our intention to have every advertised item in stock However, it due to any
unforeseen reason, an advertised item is hipt available for purchase. Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request, for the merchandise to be
purchased at the sale price whenever available or will seR you a simmer item at a comparable reduction in price We reserve the right to limit
quantities

87

Everyd Low Price
Gene( Electric
AM/FM ersonal
Portabl Radio
•4ugge'
counc
q u Al • •

•N,

Al I

on

4GL 7TME NUM/Ulf.ky..

al C
195
9-9
1-6

LE.DGES a TIMES.Tuesday.Ocusiser

MI

Save 14.57

Atari Video
'Atari video computer
system comes with
toystick and paddle
controtIers Combat
game program cartridge TV Switch. AC
adapter *No CX2600
.Reg 139 44

meet.
es and
dandy s

ay.

GeflOral Electric Soft White
Light Bulbs

ATARr

•4 Paco •sr our chosce 40.60. 75.100

Elliott

Easy WOW Ty/overlies
*32 Keys 56 char/actors
'Die cast type hooch
"No 2535

76

.
Save 20%

Yes Laundry Detergent
•64 Ounce
'Cleans softens,
anti-static

Wal-Mart Latex Caulk
.11 Ounce
'
Latex based caulking
'Takes latex and oil paint
'
No. V/41-10 *Rea.96t

WAI;MART

,
4
13
‘.4
110

Kitcfien Pride Whistling Tee Kettle
*21
/
2 Quart 'Flip cap action
'No B0912-43/35

Everyday Low Price

Wal-Mart 18 Wheel Truck
'Authentic styling 'Detailed cab with
wind toil *No 3896

Everyday Low Price
Tr14110d• Cassette

Stereo
'AM/FM stereo with
cassette player and
recorder •Tone control—
'Fully automatic recesesk
turntable •18 In high
speakers 'No SGV03

Dome Clay
Targets
*Carton of 108 t*rge,c

Tough
Boy Jeans
Size 8-16

Jr. Velour Tops
.100% Acrylic
velour •4 Fashion
styles in a rainbow
of colors
*Sizes S. M, L

Wool Skirts
'Several styles to choose from
'Medium & dark plaids, solids, and tweeds
'Wool blends

Mans Velour Pullover Top

Terrific Savings'
AMIFM Portable
Cassette Player
'One button control
'AC/DC 'Lightweight
'No CP3630

*80% Cotton/20% polyester
'Long sleeve
*Solid colors
*Sizes S. M,
L, XL

Stretch Joins
*95% Cotton, 5% spandex
*4 Pocket & 5 pocket styles
*Sizes 3/4-13/14

2.97E.ch
Everyd . Low Price
Gener Electric
AM/FM 'ersonal
Portabl Radio
•F•4199ed "',ne sound
quah.v •
AFC on FM
•No

Reg 34'
Save 100
130 Minute High Elles
Cassette Tape
•Extra wide dynamic rang€
and superior recording
capability .No SA-C6OP

40.63 3.96
Knit Panel
•1 00% Dacron polyester
'Decorator styled 'Various colors available
'Deluxe bottom hem 'Machine washable. no iron

Super Low Prices On Quality Merchandise
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AFC all-stars lifted
to 31-27 victory
by Luther TD pass

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, FRANK - Murray State
head football coach Frank Beamer received a surprise, Monday, when a Dolly Parton look-alike
broke up a team meeting with a birthday greeting.
The unidentified singer sang "Happy Birthday"
and "9-to-5" for Beamer as a gift from the football
squad, the Racer staff, and Beamer's wife Cheryl,
who supervised the surprise.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Sutton, Stuper shore first Series memories
ST. LOUIS(AP)- Don
Sutton's first visit to the
World Series was with the
Sandy Koufax-Don
Drysdale era Los Angeles
Dodgers of the mid-60s.
John Stuper was a
young baseball fan,growing up in Butler, Pa then
and he remembers'those
Dodger teams.
"I had this friend,"
Stuper recalled."He mixed milk and lemonade so
he could get sick and stay
home and watch the
World Series. And do you
know what'? It worked."

Sutton, 37 now, is back
in the Series again and
he'll get the baseball
tonight as the Milwaukee
Brewers, leading 3-2 in
the best-of-seven battle,
attempt to nail down their
first World Championship
in Game 6 against St.
Louis.
And his opponent will
be the milk and lemonade
kid's pal, Stuper, now a
25-year-old Cardinal
rookie. The young righthander has the assignment to keep his team

Concrete, Pee Grovel,
FEDERAL
MATERIALS

753-3355

WOULD YOU
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
Get In touch with us. and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over 100.000 Items
to sell.
Were looking for Sales Agents.
ambitious husband/wife teams
with an urge to break out on
their own And, we may have
just what you're looking for
Our unique Sales Agency Store
program offers an exciting opportunity to operate a busliwas
of your own with a small Investment, and also gives you the op.
portunity to take advantage of
the investment we've already
made, as well as over a century
of Catalog business experience
Once you become a Sales Agent,
you can use Wards name,
catalogs and credlt Sell our
branded merchandise, and have
access to the some systems, concepts and materials we use to
operate our company-owned
stores Best of all, your investment will probably be considerably leas than would be required for a regular retail
Walnua with similar sales
velum*

counts. I didn't get ahead
and I didn't feel in a good
groove that night. I was
all over the place."
The pitching pairing is
of pitching know-how and intriguing because it matuses all of it. Stuper isn't ches a grizzled veteran
quite as cute in his style.
against a fresh-faced
"I only know one way t4i
.11.40-141494.ieel
pitch and that's te sorry for the kid in this
challenge the hitters," tough circumstance?
Stuper said. "Maybe
"I have no empathy
later I'll learn to nibble." whatsoever," he said.
Sutton and Stuper were
Stuper didn't expect
the Game 2 starters. any.
Neither was involved in
"I'd be lying if I said
the decision as St. Louis there was no pressure,"
won 5-4. Stuper lasted he said. "I'm thinking
just four innings that about it right now and I'll
night.
think about it before and
"I hope to pitch a little after the game. But durbetter and a little ing the game, it would inlonger," he said. "The terfere. It exists, obviouskey is to get ahead of ly, but I can't let it affect
them instead of letting me."
them sit on 2-0 or 3-1
Stuper's major pro-

'82 World Series
alive and force a seventh
game.
Sutton, who won four
games for Milwaukee including the American
League East title clincher- in the final month
of the season after being
acquired from Houston,
was asked if he could
think of anyone else he'd
rather have pitching for
his team in this situation.
"Well, maybe a 29year-old Sandy Koufax or
a 26-year-old Tom
Seaver," he said.
Since those.models are
unavailable, the Brewers
will take their shot with
Sutton, who has 17 years

KING-LANDOLT IS BRINGING
UNIVERSAL LIFE TO MURRAY
UNIVERSAL
LIFE

Whole Life

Term

_Deeth Benefit

Adapts to your
financial goal

•

Always the
same

Always the
same

_ Premium

Choose the
amount of premium and the
schedule of
payments

•

Inflexible

Inflexible

_ Cash Value

Interest on
Cash Value

Policy Costs

Accumulates
rapidly in step
with inflation

•

Increases on
schedule

None

Grows at
current rates

•

Fixed on a low
rate: usually
2% to 5%

None

Fully disclosed

•

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

Fully disclosed

•

Undisclosed

Undisclosed

KING-LANDOLT

Larry IleeeleM
2111 I. Kemper N.
Serowe., OM 457.5
(313)78242N

"Personal Service puts us out
front...competive Rates keep us There"
DAVID KING
UNDY SUITER

753-8355

The losers threatened
sticrtly after Murray's second field goal of the
game, but San Diego's
Jeff Allen intercepted a
pass thrown by Detroit's
Eric Hippie in the AFC
end zone with 5:20 to go.
The AFC took a 7-0 lead
on a 26-yard touchdown
pass from quarterback
Dan Pastorini, of
Philadelphia to running
back Joe Delaney of Kansas City after just 49
second:: of play. The
touchdown came on the
first play after Carl
Roaches of Houston
returned a punt 37 yards.
Pastorini, an NFC
player, competed for the
AFC squad because of its
shortage of quarterbacks.
The NFC tied the score
with 9:07 left in the first
quarter on a 12-yard pass
from quarterback Vince
Evans of the Chicago
Bears to wide receiver
Floyd Hodge of the Atlanta Falcons.
Nick Lowery of Kansas
City gave the AFC a 10-7
lead with 11:05 remaining
in the second period by
kicking a 37-yard field
goal. Murray tied the
game again 5:42 later
with a 40-yard field goal.
The AFC went ahead
17-10 with 2:72 left in the
half on a 15-yard pass
from Luther to Kansas
City wide receiver Carlos
Carson, but the NFC
bounced back again,
scoring on an 8-yard pass
from Hipple to Hodge
with five seconds Irina&
ing in the half, tying the
score at 17-all.
Each team scored a
touchdown in the third
quarter to finish the scoring.
The game was billed as
an AFC West against an
NFC West affair, but
players from all six NFL
divisions took part.

Huskies remain No.1
By The Associated Press Pitt climbed back into second place.
The Washington
Washington, a 34-17
Huskies held onto first winner over Oregon
place in The Associated State, received 38 of 56
Press college football poll first-place votes and 1,113
for the sixth week in a of a possible 1,160 points
row Monday, while from a nationwide panel
Alabama dropped from of sports writers and
second to seventh and sportscasters.

NatoShack
Your discount arts su •*mart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck arts...save 10-50%

Pro Baseball

IF THE ABOVE COMPARISON APPEALS TO YOU
ASK US ABOUT UNIVERSAL LIFE

If you are willing to accept
responsibility. In return for a
future in your own business,
we'd like to talk about your personal qualifications and give yoa
more details about our plasi
Write or phone today

four points an a 22-yard
field goal by Detroit's Eddie Murray with IS:4$ left,
but couldn't score again.

SCOREBOARD

SEE WHY THE DIFFERENCE IS IMPORTANT TO Y011ummml
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blem, of course, will be to
shut down sizzling Robin
Yount, who is batting .524
with 11-for-21 in the first
five games. Yount has
had two four-hit gamesthe first man in history to
do that twice-and is one
OW short of the six-ggyzie
Series record set by Billy
Martin of the New York
Yankees in 1953.
"There's not much you
can do," said Stuper. "I'll
try low strikes and hope
he hits it at someone."
So far, Yount has avoided that fate. His .524 batting average has him on
targOt for a record. The
Series mark for both six
and seven games is .500.
Dave Robertson did it for
the New York Giants in
six games in 1917, and
Pepper Martin did it in
seven games for St. Louis
in 1931. The overall Series
record is .625 (10-for-16)
set by Babe Ruth in the
New York Yankees' fourgame sweep of the Cardinals in 1928.

LOS ANGELES (AP)
-Ed Luther of San Diego
fired a 54-yard touchdown
pass to Seattle's Theotis
Brown with 12:29 remaining Monday night, giving
the American Conference
squad a 31-27 victory over
the National Conference
team in the second National Football League
Players Associationsponsored all-star game.
The contest at the Los
Angeles Coliseum - the
home of the Los Angeles
Raiders - was played
before an announced
crowd of 5,331 and was
televised nationally by
the Turner Broadcasting
Systim.
The seating capacity
for Raiders' home games
is 70,000.
Some 15 minutes before
the kickoff, Coliseum
General Manager Bob
Hardy said upon entering
the press box, "Gee,
there's more people up
here than there are in the
stands."
At that time, he may
have been right.
The first of a series of
NFLPA all-star contests
was played Sunday at
RFK Stadium in
Washington, D.C. An
NFC team defeated an
AFC team 23-22 in that
game before an announced crowd of 8,760. The
stadium has a seating
capacity of 55,045.
Luther, who backs up
Dan Fouts with the
Chargers, completed 10
of 18 passes for 180 yards
and two touchdowns. He
hit Brown of the
Seahawks one play after
a 45-yard pass interference penalty
agaimst?WC - had
moved the ball from the
AFC 1-yard line to its 46.
The TD gave the AFC a
31-24 lead.
Luther was named the
offensive player of the
game, while Denver cornerback Louis Wright
was selected defensive
player of the game.
The NFC drew to within

College Football Poll

ThSAP Inp Twenty
World Series
The Top Twenty teams in The
Tuesday's Game
Associated Press college football poll,
Milwaukee 10. St Louis 0
with first-place votes In parentheses,
Wednesday's Game
seaman records mid total points. Points
St. Lows 5, Milwaukee 4
baud on 31211-16-17-16-15-14-13-13-11-10Friday's Games
04-7444-21-1,
St Louis 6, Milwaukee 2
1.Washington I X) 6-04
1,113
Saturday's Game
2.Pltt (171
544
1,1:60
Milwaukee 7, St. Louis 5
3.Georgia )1)
1-04
974
Steadily's Game
4.So. Methodist
644
95)
Milwaukee 6, St. Louie, 4. Milwaukee
5.74ebraska
5-1-0
leads merles 3-2
4.Arkansaa
544
791
Toundey,October 19
7.Alabama
6-1-0
753
Milwaukee at St Louis, 6.5) p.m.
&Arizona State
744
740
EDT_
11.Penn State
5-14
717
Wedneadey,October 111
10.North Carolina 5-1-0
644
Milwaukee at St Laid/. 1•11. if
II UCLA
5-0-1
569
11PC0811111,
LiSoutturn Cal
4-14
5011

High School Football
ClaesIA
LEXINGTON, Ky AP) Here are
the ranked teams in each class of Ken- 1 Ft Thomas Highlands
Frenklin-Simpion
tucky high school football, with first'
place votes in parentheses, records end 3 Covington Catholic
4 Cawood
total points
5 Breathitt Co
Jefferson County 4A
alms IA
I. Lou Trinity 121
1-0 120 1 Fort Campbell )11)
2. Lou Southern
Bardsbzwe
)
7-I IS 2.
3. Lou Ballard
7-1 IS 3. Mayfiekt
4 Lou St. Xavier
6-2 52 4. Mugu,
5. Lae DeSales
6-2 31 S Middlesboro
State 4A
Class A
1. Clark Co. 1)
14 Ill I. Paris )111
t Owensboro )4)
Cumberland ) I
7-1 94
3. Owistien Co
711 3 Beechimod
4 141 Bryan Station
11-I X 4. Herten
5 Madison Central
7-1 12 1 Harrodeburg

12

0-015)
7-1 71
S-2 52
7-1 36
6-I 54
11-0 Ill
111-0 14
7-2 SI
141 0
7.1 31
04 116
7-1 II
6-2 U
9-0 54
5-3 16

13. West Virginia
14.1461
15.Notre Dame
16.Miami. Fla.
17.Florida State
112Clemson
19.Texas
20.0klabons

5-1-0
441
4-14
5-34
5-14
4-1-1
3-14
4-2.0

4511
235
272
241
194
151
151
65

Tennis
MELBOURNE,
Australia (AP) - Peter
McNamara tamed Chip
Hooper 6-4, 7-6 in the
$400,000 Mazda Superchallenge tennis tournament at Festival Hall.
Jimmy Connors posted
a 7-6, 6-3 victory over
fellow American Eliot
Teltscher.
South Africa ( AP) Billie Jean King beat
Tanya Harford 6-4, 6-2
and South African
Yvonne Vermaak beat
American Susan
Mascarin 6-1.8-2.

Murray, Ky. 901 Sycamore St.
N..South 12th Street

753-8911

Confer:A
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Kurth brings boom trophy

Murray soccer
reaches zenith
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Local soccer has reached its zenith for the fall
NOM MX the Murray(alloway County Soccer
Association girls teams
wrapped up their seasons
recently and the boys are
approaching state
PleretsAecording to Jerry
DOW girls league threeseason's coinwas "a lot better
balanced than we ever
expected at the first of
the year."

llier

Of the teams predicted
to finish first, none did,
while all of the league
championships were
decided by three points or
less.
In the under-10 girls
division, the Redwings
won the title with a 3-1-1
record and seven total
points. Two points are
awarded each team for a
victory and one for a tie.
The defending champion Chiefs placed second
with a 2-2-2 mark and six
points overall. The third
place Rowdies were hot
In the race with five
points and a 2-3-1 record.
In the under-14 girls
west division none of the
teams won more than one
game and the title went to
the Flames (1-2-3) with
five points. The Flyers(13-2) placed second and
the Cosmos were hugging
tight in third with a 1-4-1
mark.
The east division was
the only sure-win situation as the Kickers
dominated the year with
an undefeated record,4-01. Their 10 total points
out-distanced both the
Aztecs and the Chiefs,
both with 2-1-3 marks and
seven total points.
Ribbons for all participants in the girls
league will be delivered
to the respective coaches

who will distribute the
awards.
While the girls are
finished for the year, the
M-CCSA Green Devils
are busy preparing for
the state playoffs which
have a possibility of being
staged in Murray this
year.
The state soccer officials; have narrowed the
chokes to Murray and
Owensboro, according to
Green Devils coach Sieve
West. A decision should
be reached by the end of
this week.
Meanwhile the Devils
have been btisy rolling up
a 7-1-1 record this fall
with their most recent
victory coming Sunday at
Calvert City.
Arthur Wulff led the
locals to a 5-0 shutout by
scoring four goals and adding an assist. Mike
Phillips toed the other
goal and gave an assist to
Wulff.
Wednesday the Devils
play host to
Hopkinsville's University
Heights Academy on the
field north of Roy Stewart
Stadium at 4:30 p.m.
In the under-19 boys
competition, the Murray
team is also preparing for
state playoffs which will
be held in Louisville, Nov.
13-14.
The Rogues post a 9-2-1
record this season with
their latest victory come
ing at home Monday
night against Calvert City,5-4.
Matt Harrington scored
three times for the locals
while Chad Lewis and
Charles Cella each added
solo goals.
Lewis, Cella and Steve
Beyer contributed assists
as well.
Wednesday the Rogues
host University Heights
Academy at 6 p.m. at the
old city park after the
under-16 teams finish
their game.

MSU Raw:runners
place 2nd among 24
Murray State men's
cross country team placed second in weekend
competition at the
Washington University
Invitational.
Out of 24 teams and 166
runners, Murray State
was topped only by
Augustana (Illinois) 5861.
Racers' Gary Ribbons
set a new course record

Stewart
paces
Lady Racers

by finishing first with a
24:32 time.
Other MSU runners to
score were Will Jordan
(8th), Rob Hyten (10th),
Jeff Stipp (18th) and
Mike Leveronne (24th).
Saturday the Racers
and Lady Racers compete against each other in
a handicap meet at the
Murray Country Club
course at 10 a.m.

Local boxers improve 100 percent
Dy.11111111111CTOR
fret rimad win* Greg don svor Itifibry's
Jamas
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Latimer said he was
reenrood with ono win in and the crowd
was on its impressed with
six fights.
feet cheering when the Defilaisits
ability to dip
Saturday two local final bell sounded
punches, then MeV*
pugilists won their bouts
Except for the eight- around and deliver
is&
and another, Casey count in the
first round. right cambia for docility,
Kurth, brought home the Latimer said
the fight points.
night's Sportsmanship wasas even as
could be.
Two locals, Jay
Trophy.
Kurth was awarded the Thomas and Ron Steven"A lot of our guys Sportsmanship
Trophy son. both lost their
learned lessons down in for the night, an
award Jackson appearances
Iderophis," said MPBC going to the fighter
"who Thomas was halted In the
coach Rick Latimer, gives the most
effort,
"and it showed clown in whether he wins
or.
Jackson this weekend."
loses," Latimer explainAlthough only two ed
locals won, Latimer said
Kurth was also named
some who lost fought by Latimer and
fellow
good fights and the crowd coach David Rogers
as
showed its approval.
the club's Boxer of the
CCSCKEYSV I LIE, Md
"After Casey fought, Week. Last week
when ( AP) —The status of the
and Fm not trying to brag the team went
to Mem- negotiations aimed id M.
on out fighters or phis. Jay
Thomas was dog the M-day-old Wsanything, the whole selected by the coaches done!
roothaU Down
crowd gave him and the as the outstanding
club
other guy a standing ova- fighter.
tion," Latimer said.
In other fights SaturKurth, in only his se- day, Shawn Simmons
imcond fight ever, took a proved his record
to 5-1
standing 8-count in the with a unanimous
deci-

arst remit by Goy Dal
Wass= of Jackson Sew
Mg Chia mod Stavenson
MI a deckle= is Rob
Williamess of Oortiglow
The club's trtp I.
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41
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and Kos Thom awl
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Latimer said the club is

sorbs up for e nisenborship drive in the mar
hare and anyone in.
Wasted in greed is alland Other a Mesday or
Thum* night anchor
44 pat at die eid Tap
pan Budding on Kast
Main Strost,

NFL talks still clouded,

strike situation uncertain

GOOD SPORTS — Casey Kurth (laft) sod
"Lightniag" Rod Jews picked v. Speltmommilip
Trophies for bouts thastag Min MOB tillmored
by the Jackass(Tem.)Bade.Oak Korth sensed
his award Saturday night while
sod hake
a close decision to Ripky's Greg Lee. Jens was his
trophy during a summer bout, but rooseved it Salerclay night.

Nighttime football
inspires CCLL teams
Being under the lights
for the first time must
have inspired the
Calloway County Little
League football • teams
Friday at Laker Stadium.
Both games came down
to the wire before being
decided by a single
touchdown each.
The Cardinals took the
Chargers into overtime
• before triumphing 12-6 on
a one-yard run by David
McCuiston on a fourth
down situation.
The Chargers started
the scoring when Trent
Campbell broke loose on
a four-yard scamper in
the first half. The Cards
scored their first
touchdown of the game,
which incidentally was
their first of the season as
well, when Scott Miller
scored from seven yards
out in the third quarter.
The second game was a
near-upset, but the
unbeaten Oilers finally
won 14-8 over the upstart
Steelers.
Quarterback Pookie
Jones hurled a 37-yard
TD pass to Monty Stalls

*Ms strike remidavd
clouded fellarrias the

easedlation by mediator

Sam Kagol of a scheduled
bargaining eaudas

Wood Burning
lices•-••••TbIrlr•••-•••-•••••b.
•
•
Stoups
:
• The ,fbliwke ,*110PPe:
• Now On Display
•

with 11 seconds left in the
game to preserve the
Oilers winning ways.
•
Jones had previously •
scored his team's only •
•
touchdown on a 3-yard •
run, but Steelers' Roger
•
Herndon put his team
ahead on a one-yard •
•
plunge and and extra- •
point run.
•

Olympic Plaza—Murray, Ky.
753-3174
*Pipe Racks
*Pipes
*Blended Tobacco
*Lighters
*Gift Items
*Tobacco Pouches
•Imported Cigars

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mr Moo.-Set. 100-300
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•••
•
•••••••
•
•••

DOWN HOME GOODNESS
KEEPS OUR CUSTOMERS
AK
Patties
4Lb.bs,2O
ii

PRE-SEASON
STOVE SALE

Suarter Pored Pere &mad

"

299
"

Choke

6240— $

litinate Steaks

Lk $259

Wheie Perk

Loin need in

chops

Freely Acme

Mixed Vegetables
Frosty Acres Speckled

Butter Beans
ma.
Potatoes
hoice Sides Of Bee

12/21
/
2 Lb. hues$2399

Self-Defense
Classes
Jong Lee
TAE K WON DO

Murray State women's
cross country team
(Standing firm
finished second at Sprin Jesus Christ)
ingfield, Missouri, Saturday, falling only to host Men, Women, Co-Eds S,
Pee Wee Boys & Girls
Southwest Missouri, 2039.
Dianne Stewart led the
(Morning &
Lady Racers with a third
Evening Classes)
place finish followed by
tearhmates Deanna Den(7th), Kelly Wilson Don Wright & Dan Laaby
), Val Caraotta
Instructors
(14th), and Cara O'Brien
759-4906
, 753-7524
(15th).

20 Lb.$1 69

B01111ER.

Cat & Wrapped Free
k It

I'

o esa e

225 t•
325 Lb. Avg.

e al

4kkil

eiropri !sort.
M4Amst do* wrier

$1 27

aluokokkakil

4

Tro-

4.

GIBSON HAM CO.

IT

A P•Nec Arn cm.•dr %onset IIMMIMalla
411•En•Arve•Sumo.Ulm Palii.1.11111 Owl
A•••••••,CA•ral

Phew 753-140
We Accept fee/
NOUN; 7:00-5:00 Ales. -Fri.
Stops
107 N. 3r4 St.
7:00-12:00 Sat.
Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Morroy

;•;..**;;?n•-;-A4z;x.
AMMISMIllateeW

STASHED CASH

RACER FOOTBALL
NURRAY STATE

Earns You
NOTHING!!!
30 Month
Certificate Earns
1E10%
*Effective titre Oct. 25, 1982*
With a Compound Yield of 11.4084%;
*Minimum Deposit $400.00
*Insured by the F.S.L.I.C.
(Sehstestiel Interest Penalty for Early Withdrawal)

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.

759-1234

SOUTHWEST MISSOURI
SATURDAY OCTOBER 23
1:30 STEWART STADIUM
"Parent's Diry"
*Special pre-game entertainment in stadium by MSU Dixieland Jazz Bond
(entertainment begins at 12:30)
*Performance by Marshall County High School Bond
*Game tickets on sale daily in room 211 of Stewart Stadium ($6 and $5 adults,
$5 and $4 children)
*Call(502)762-6800 for more information

Go GOLD

MU bar seams basketball tickets
slew ea sale be Seem 211

of Stewart Stadium
($YS for IS games)
minor

OMB
4
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I'm sure you know that a person is innocent until
proven guilty, bet you- have g.right to request another therapist in the aseenthse. Patients do have
chokes and rights.
DEAR ABBY. My husband wee named "Junior" after
his father. His father is known is John Paul Jones Sr
When my husband's father dies, will my husband then
be known as John Paul Jones Sr.?
MRS. JOHN PAUL JONES JR.

By Abigail Van Buren

Therapist Helps Himself
To Patient's Cure
DEAR ABBY: A physical therapist started coming to
my home after I was released from the hospital where I
had an operation. This therapist is employed by a private
nursing company under contract to Medicare.
As I was in bed during his earlier visits, my "therapy"
consisted of conversation only, including a discussion of
the painkilling pills prescribed by my physician. (They
were in a bottle on my bedside table. The therapist examined them carefully.)
On his last visit, I was seated in the living room, and
we started on exercises. At one point he asked if he could
check the firmness of my bed, so I gave him permission to
go into my bedroom.
After he went home, I discovered that the bottle of painkilling pills was missing! I called my sister, and we
searched every inch of my room thoroughly. The bottle
was nowhere to be found.
I use both hands to propel my wheelchair, so there is no
way I could have picked up the bottle and absentmindedly
set it down somewhere else. No one else has access to my
bedroom, and I know for sure that those pills were on my
bedside table before the therapist arrived.
I am sorry for the therapist, but I am also concerned
about the other patients he treats. I wonder what standards Medicare uses in hiring therapists and in contracting with private businesses to provide home care.
Do patients have any choices? Any rights? What should
I do now?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: Immediately contact the private nursing company that sent the physical therapist, and tell the director what you have told me.
Also make Medicare aware of your complaint.

DEAR MRS. JONES JR.: No. He simply drops the
"Junior," because if his mother survives his fatber,
she will be known as Mrs. John Paul Jones Sr., and
were your husband to become John Paul Jones Sr.,
you would then become Mrs. John Paul Jones Sr.,
causing much confusion between you and your
mother-in-law.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the angry y.o
.ung wife
whose husband always stopped for "a few beers" after
work got my attention. Especially when I read your
advice: "Set up some ground rules."
We had "ground rules" for my hotelman husband when
he would come home late for dinner because he had to
have a few drinks with patrons every night.
The "rules" were set by our two preteen children who
wanted to see their daddy before bedtime.
"Daddy has to give Mama $5 every time he comes home
after 7 p.m." You should have heard his car heading into
our driveway at two minutes before 7 p.m. with the children screaming for 7:01 so Mama could collect her $5!
The "kids" are now in their 40s, so if we were to do that
today, the loot would have to be $10 to make up for
inflation.
FRAN B.

NATIONAL ACCREDITATION — Dr. Viola P. Mther,director of the Divides
of Canmunication Disorders at Murray State University, pews*dieplaysa certificate indicating that both the educational and clinical merviosi programselthe
division have been accredited by boards of the American Speeds-lairseseHearing Association. Shown with her are: Dr. Larry Marrs (left), cludrenaa of
the Department of Special Education; and Dr. Constantine W. Currie, univerialty president. Fewer than SO universities ln4je country are accredited by both the
Education and Training Board and the ProonalServices Board.

MSU service programs accredited

DEAR FRAN: Better make that at least $20.
DEAR ABBY: My friend's house burned to the ground,
and everything was lost. She has a 3-year-old child.
Would it be proper to give her another baby shower?
Her friends gave her one before her baby was born, but
she lost all the baby's things in the fire.
CARING FRIEND
DEAR FRIEND: Not only is it "proper," I think
it's a lovely and generous idea.

Conference is scheduled
Reports of the past
year will be received. Officers will be elected,
budgets adopted and
plans made for the new
year.
Dan Leslie will be
recommended as a Candidate for Ministry in the
United Methodist Church,
according to the Rev.
R.L. Dotson, church
minister.

State oil driller pleads guilty
BENEFIT SINGING — Golden Aires will be one of at least four shying groups
to be featured at the gospel singing for the benefit of the Murray-Calloway County 11.400V,Phige-h q.pd csauziunily Cooperative Ministry. The singing will be
Stmday,„
Ajd 1;30 p.m. in Murray Middle School auditorium, Eighth and
Main Streets. Dwane Jones will be master of ceremonies. Other groups will include The Neighbors Quartet, The Prophets and The Wanderers. Pictured (from
left) are Darvin Stom,Danny Garland,Jackie Miller and Max McGinnis.

IM GONNA ENTER THE

COLUMBIA, Ky. (AP)
— One of Kentucky's
leading oil drillers has
pleaded guilty to charges
of illegally drilling wells
and assaulting a state oil
and gas inspector.
Jimmy Reliford of Columbia was to be tried on
the charges Monday, but

I LOVE TO KNOCK
DOWN THOSE PINS!

JUNIOR BOWLING

TOURNAMENT MARCIE

110

paid $1,087.50 in fines and
costs in Adair District
Court Oct. 11.
He paid $1,000 in fines
on the ilareNtrfiltng
charges, an 8.1.0f.inn49r,
assaulting inspector
Mackjie Hughes of Edmonton May 11.

AGGRESSIVE?

IN A "
NICE WAY,
OF COURSE
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HAIRCUT SPECIAL Budget cut for children
$3.50. No children under
5 years please. Adult
budget cut 84.50. Call
753-2266. By appointment only. Headquarters Family Hair Care
Center.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
WHAT
NOISEG?
tr, nil&

(0-4

at Trinity Episcopal
Church in Independence.
Attendance will be by invitation from the family.
Final plans were to be
made today after the
Truman's only child,
Margaret Truman
Daniel, 58, arrived from
London.
Jim Cantrell, agent in
charge of the Secret Service in Kansas City, said
Monday he did not know
who would be invited to
the services. Reagan was
to be in Omaha, Neb., on
Thursday but a trip to Independence was not yet
planned, a White House
spokesman said.
"She knew what she
wanted and stood for it,"
said Dr. Wallace
Graham, the longtime
family physician. "She
was dignified without being a snob. She was kind,
very soft-hearted, and ...
sometimes it was hard to
see that because she was
very direct."
Flags across Missouri
were at half-staff as news
of her death spread.

Milt1031

Have 5 minates? Call
759-4444 for an inspirational messoge to
brighten your day.
Children's tope 7594445.

A
GOLDFISH--

and graduate education
and a wide range of
speech, language and
hearing dianostic and
therapeutic services are
offered by the Division of
Communication
Disorders at Murray
State.

Bess to be buried by Harry

Every teen-ager should know the truth about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's booklet,
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), addressed
envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Dr. Frank Bulle,
District Superintendent
of the Paris District of the
United Methodist Church,
wll conduct the full
charge conference of the
Kirksey-Coles Camp
Ground Charge.
The conference will be
at the Kirksey United
Methodist Church on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, at 7
p.m.

Both the educational munication disorders at
and clinical services pro- Murray State will be
grams of the Division of reviewed each year to enCommunication sure that the standards of
Disorders at Murray the American SpeechState University have Language-Hearing
been accredited by Association are being
boards of the American met.
Both undergraduate
Speech -Language Hearing Association, the
national professional
agency.
INDEPENDENCE,
Accreditation of the Mo.(AP) — Former first
academic program in lady Bess Truman,
speech -language remembered as a symbol
pathology has been ap-. of "the basic decency of
proved by the Education America," will be buried
and Training Board beside her husband on the
(ETB), while the clinical grounds of the Harry S.
services program in Truman library.
speech -language
"She was a devoted
pathology and audiology wife, a loving mother,
has been reaccredited by and a gracious, unassumthe Professional Services ing first lady," President
Board(PSB).
Reagan said after Mrs.
Dr. Viola P. Miller, Truman's death Monday.
director of the division, "Bess Truman embodied
which is in the Depart- the basic decency of
ment of Special Educa- America."
tion, said fewer than 50 of
The childhood
the nation's universities sweetheart and widow of
have programs ac- President Harry S.
credited by both the ETB Truman died of conand PSB.
gestive heart failure at
"The comprehensive her Independence home
evaluation included a full at age 97. She was the nayear of self study, a site tion's oldest first lady.
Jand review of
"The loss is a great one
acadeinit offeriria, to
nation, and we will
`citified!' ISiiiarcer and miss the quiet dignity
procedures, physical with which she devoted
facilities and equip- herself to her country, to
ment," she said. "Follow- her husband, and to her
ing this evaluation, the family," former Presiaccreditations were dent Carter said.
awarded."
Funeral services were
Programs in corn- set for 11 a.m. Thursday
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ACROSS
1 Friend, in
Paris
4 Samarium
symbol
6 Navaho Indian hut
11 Calm
13 Beginning
15 Go to —
16 Cowboy
competition
18 Tardy
19 DOE's opponent
21 Peril
2251: Rom
23 Of enormous
power
26 Short sleep
29 Remunerates
31 Wife of
Geraint
33 Note of scale
34 At home
35 Small rug
38 Tibetan
gazelle
39 Three-toed
sloth
40 French article
41 Watering
places
43 Mountain
lake
45 Airline abbr.
47 Terminated
50 Abbr. on a
ship
52 Subtle emanation
53 Canine
58 Poker stake
58 Thicket
60 Sun god
61 Breakfast
food
63 Irritate
65 Less good
66 Exists
67 Moray

DOWN
1 A continent
Answer to day's Puzzle
2 Apportion
3 Negative pre- WOW WW MUM
GOMM =MOW
fix
WO WCWWCWW WE
4 Laugh
CC MCC WOOD
loudly
5 TV, radio,
BMW CUM 131213
press, etc.
[MUM MEC CU
6 Stealing:
OMB MOO
Slang
MO Meth =MU
7 Conjunction
UCC MOO =MO
8 Liquid meaOEM 0111013 ea
sure
OE 131200000 OD
9 Once more
=MUM ODUMUU
10 Insect egg
=MU CU BOU
12 Teutonic
deity
14 Compass pt 36 Imitate
54 Heraldic
17 Slave
37 Subject to
bearing
20 Pigpen
impost
55 Irishman
24 Doctrines
42 Stimulate
56 Elec. current
25 Labor org
44 Sum up
57 Recent
27 Winglike
46 Houston
59 Visitor from
28 Ache
ballplayer
space, for
29 Heap
48 Native of
short
30 Dillseed
Tehran
62 — a rule
32 Tropical
49 Garden tools 64 Tellurium
fruit
51 Prophet
symbol
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1.1'G Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,
store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and' screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

PARTS
&
0;0 SERVICE
g
Now
R•1:1 Available
At

MCKEEL
EQUIPMENT
503 Walnut
753-3062
Would like someone to
pick 10 acres of corn, at
Stella. I will do unloading. 436-5812 or 488-2697
after 7p.m.

SPECIAL
SALE
Moralises 30.06
Itessisigtse 243
mono NM
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1S.Arldos Sala

Need depsoutils nislure
babysltter for
weekends. References
required. Call 7533230
after 5p.m.
Parents Ononymous
ChNd Care CoordinatorSom•one with ex periwnc• working IMO
chiidren with problenilk.
Voluntary position. Call
756-1087 during the day.
Secretary-Receptionist
Mature lady, typing
bookkeeping. oflic•
machine. Pero/anent
position -Send resume
to PO Box 1040B
Murray, Ky.
Secretary needed.
Typing, shorthand, and
previous experience
required. Send resume
to PO Box 1040C
Murray, Ky.
Two seamstress
positions currently
open. Must have abiNty
to do general
alterations, be dependable, be able to
work unsupervised.
Apply the Tailor Shop
1800 Dodson Ave 8-9
each morning, 4-5 each
afternoon. No phone
calls please.
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home
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convenient shopping.
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iesee
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830. per rick. Call
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S
Howse is at thiostithe
43S-2292.
Two
new
Commaila.
glass pack
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A-1 condition Electrolux
condition with 3 bevacuum cleaner with Firewood for sale.
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Plane
eetessase.
drive-goys
MOW
7994134
before
power nozzle and all
and garage
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sttachments will sell 50.rn.
sulated and natursi br:
ceilmneys Sree is
:heap with 1 yr
For sale: firewood oak
mean 10w utility
eleiliCeesiteCeser
amen GO ?LIAM
guarantee. Call 756-4801 and hickory 930 a rick.
Owner financing is
awyenbew loreryfebnoe
with discount tot more
between t30-5p.m.
available Priced wiry
floildie loons!bee 11115
low at 929.000. Cali
RAM WWI
ELECTROLUX than 2 ricks. 753-7535
1912 Canner Ind
Spann Realty Assoc. •
Your home is the best after 5p.m.
Ain MOM
leney,laws* 4107 I
•
753-7724.
place to see why we're King, •automatic wood
(102)75341114
•
ems eapriease.
better. Free pickup and heater, delux cabinet
FOR SALE IN CITY. 1
Anyelme
delivery. We repair all with lift off cook surface
' story aluminum •
NNW Sem err
NM L. =WON
makes of vacuum top. Brick lined tire box
sided home one biock
eine
•
cleaners. Bill Farris 118 with cast iron grates
from university
This •
N.L. POGO
Ilemod6 landed
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.
and doors. $249.99.
nom* has been recently
NNW
•
Wallin Hardware. Paris
remodeled and has all
NNW CO.
•
Ell
At CENTURY 21 new carpet throughout.
Tn.
•
19.Fif111
9.
354-6127
Jobs,
Loretta
RealLots
Irving
of
space
with
SALE
Stove boards heavy
Will cut and remove 4000 Ford otos,*
• Sammy TW.iN 551*
lined 321n x 421n $12.99, tors.. Rediscover the 4 bedrooms. i • bath, •
disc,
unwanted trees and cultivators
RCA WISP,
Si
GENERAL HOME i rig Contractor
. 753-8520 36 x 52 $17.99. *alien teens!... Price range. dining room, study.
scrubs. Call for free after 5 p.m.
that Is.. This ex- utility, game room. •
I wan ill
REPAIR
15 years ee• (*resisted NIVNIN101 IOW
Hardware Paris Tenn,
.:11 •
estimate. 7 5 3-5 4 84
ceptionally neat two- shop and full basement.
eslersof ernikussZi
PerreeC
Carpentry
IP
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ee
Tobacco
Strippers,
Two
318 Dodge Motor, 1
before 2:30p.m.
eel male
concrete
$197°6
plumbing
Gore Mechanical automatic transmis- bedroom home in town Property adioins •
•
0
has
Just
been
Wilt stay with elderly tobacco stripper,
elementary school's
roofing, sliding. NO or
sion. 753-0315 or redecorated -interior
COLO & SILVER
people. 753-5338.
property
Utility bills
.0011 TO SMALL. Free WILL SUILtUSS
gasoline model $795. 436-2149.
and economical are very low with wood
estimates Di474Would like to clean Electric model $875.
PAO SHOP
23S11. nghts 47
offices. Light mainten- Call Jerry Atkins. 753- Wood for sale. De- aluminum siding exter- burning stove con=9
4
TFE
livered anytime. 474- ior • plus low -low n•cted . Into central
Myopic Plaza
ance. 753-7852.
W9901106 IMIAMeleel
8407.
()lotteries
by
Seery
2274.
utility
costs for your heating system and
Oise 3-9 Bally
Ited
cethilegesiel
. NIleers cerstinuous getWheat Straw. Call 75310.
Wood stove with ther- budget and fenced yard TVA insulated. Large
ters MOWN for your 11141P0
8156 or 7534401
your
children
for
and
mostat
and
fan.
lot
New
with
2
-car
carport.
Coin Laundry equip
Specifications
Call WET SABEIM(NT* We
yin oils
pets Dial 753-1492 now Owners have let town
1450, sell $250. 436-2361.
ment. Washers, dryers,
dere 751-1310 for free Oahe well bee•nlent111
Oast
to
start
your
will
and
finance
at
10.5
changer, etc. Sell as lot
41111111111111
dry
Wore completely
investment.
percent interest. Priced
502-395-5641. ask for
guaranteed
Cali or
to
sell
at
$35,500 For
Jim.
write Morgan Con.
1961 Buchaneer, 24 x 44,
more
details
Spann
call
Pismo for Sale
mniction Ce Rau
three bedroom, 1 •
gp.
Realty Aseoc. 753-7724.
bath all electric, disIII a
PedfiCatf Ky
Wiwavd: Responsible party
.
I
PL 55 or PL8 Rehwasher, shackled roof,
Men with lets Tiller
13001 Of cell 1-4434031
to nem samill ineetely
Reel Estate
2 bedroom 2'acres, 7
mmington chain saw for
brown masonite siding,
miles
WO
East.
/onsets as spinet/ men
4311-21102.
ito break e smell patch
Seetbside Coed Sq.
parts. 753-0315.
12 x 16 deck. 753-5671
pin. Coo be me locally.
Good country living on
Iofgroeud.
k
Remy, Ileirtecky
before 5:00 p.m.. 354Wanted: Butane gas
Write: (fulfil* plume
four acres. Nice
1973 Ford LTD., ex8323 anytime
tank, 300 or 500 gallon.
713-445
I
home,
number) Credit tAmeor,
central host and cellent condition. 2
•
Call 436-5324.
door, automatic Can be Insulation blown tor
P.O. eel 521, Bodoemoyer,
CENTURY 21 Loretta air, all appliances and
seen at 421 S 8th 2.30 to Sears TVA approved
some
furniture
IL.
will
12211.
Jobs,
Realtors
6. Help Wanted
says
Save on those high
stay
Nice 2 bedroom trailer 'Thanks to you
Large 30x25 5:30 p.m.
for a
heating and cooling
for rent, near Murray.
Artist Models - Hotpoint refrigerator,
tremendous September workshop. House is only 1974 Cougar XR-7,
11.8
Cu.,
avocado,
28
in.
bills. Call Sears 793-7310
Department of Art
No pets. 489-2611.
in selling Property. Our three years old. KOP- power windows seats
Call
wide.
753-4768.
needs part-time model
Two bedroom trailer on office closed out 16 PERUO REALTY 753- sun roof, good condi- kw free estimates
Experience and artistic Martin Wood Stove has
1222.
tion. $1200. Call 759-1776 K • K STUMP REMOLedbetter Church Rd. properties in Septem
SWNET
CONSOLE
sensitivity preferred. been used one season
VAL
Do you need
160 a month. 354.6144 ber
While processing If you need a 3 bedroom atter 5 p.m.
PIANO
Work will be assigned .with blower. $100. 492stumps removed from
house with extra In- 1,74 Mercury Montego.
after 5:00 p.m.
these
properties,
we
NW SALE
according to need for 8207.
bray
tad
Two bedroom trailer ' had contact with quite a come to make part Of Green, automatic. II your yard or land We
models, for fall seme- Mosier office safe.
cleared of stumps' We mor1.091111 SI 11 dleCoval
Weeted: Responsible
mile south of Almo few qualified buyers your payment Take a cylinder. 7112-2131.
from individuals and
ster. $4.50 per hour. Schwab 2 drawer inparty ho Nee ever plane.
Heights, off Old 841. who also expressed an look at this one. extras. 1970 Toyota Corolla. can remove stumps v0
Contact: Dale Leys sulated filing cabinet.
Credit
to 24 inches below the Companies
7S3-3349.
interest
in
753-5618.
buying.
Cam
No
Do
pets.
be
seen
locally. Write
good condition. AM-FM ground,
Thrift Sal Au Center
Dept. of Art MSU. metal office desk,
only
leaving
you
know
of
anyone
Mr. Powers, lex 327,
ivho
cassette, tape and
Phone 762-3784 or 762- 753-7370.
may be thinking of ONE YOU DREAM radio, radial tires, coior sawdust arid chips Call Witham Cole Manager
Owl*, awls 42231.
3787. E.O.E.-M-F.
for free estimates Bob 763-11673
buying or selling real ABOUT: 3 bedroom
Pound kitchen table, 4
40
47
3
1 Price $1.900 Kemp 436-4343 or Bob VON de odd jos Pointbrick, V brie*, quality rod 43
Beauty 'operator needed matching wood chairs
estate753-1492
Cali
construction on 21 acres
KeinpJr 435-4319
ing, ramie Woes and
in' Benton. Very re- $95. 4 Samsonite fold-up
Air conditioning, 'Llikeside Nome for sale of
good trindable land 1979 VW Ribbit best Lake Refrigeration
asonable rent. Call 753- chairs padded seats and Clarinet for sate.
cleaning 110119es Call
Air
in
Hurley
-Riley
Subwith substantial road offer. Call 759-4771 after conditioners,
appliance and division. Two
4821 9-5p.m.. after 5:30 backs $25. All excellent Wooden signet. Excet
small ap•
bedroom frontage on two paved 50m.
lent condition. Will sell
437-4562.
pliances repaired. 474- Will do plumbing
condition. 435-4522.
home on two lots with highways
This is an 1960 Pontiac Sunbird
rooting
8641.
beating reLady to wash clothes at Three and three fours for $200. 753-7808, ask
gentle slope to 300 foot excellent investment
excellent
condition
for
753Christine.
painting Call
my home once a week size folding bed, never
water frontage. Water for now and in the
Licensed electrician for pairs
8555
for single man. Phone been slept on. Call
is deep with 125 h. boat future. Located east of
residential and com- 714-2211
753-0897
mercial Heating and
753-4836.
dock..House is in priv- Murray and just reaircondition
gas inINFLATION
ate area but on a school duced to $83,900 for a
bus route. $56,000. Call quick sale. Don't delay, 1970 Chevrolet pickup stallation and repair.
PRICES
Spann Realty Assoc. call today. Offered by MO. Nice 14ft. bOat, Phone 753-7203
ROOF
On Plower, Sony,
753-7724.
Century 21, Loretta motor, and trailer MO.
PROOILIAIS
?
saps, Majestic,
Call 489-2645.
Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
Mini
AAA
Castes
Need
a
ear stereos.
•
Owner transfering must
Wareham'
Murray Headstart is accepting applicaOWN-ad es
sell. 3 bedroom 1' bath
World of SthiyA
Sten,*
Space
on beautiful wooded lot. Mini Motor Home. 1 Ion
ReeldeetIol, tee&
tions for the following positions:
i2 plan in kw..
House completed in dodge classic, perfect
For Rent
753-5116S
Bus Drivers
rotormses. Cd1
Handicap aide
1962, new appliances. condition, loaded with
753-4751
Applications are available at the Murray
Oudead,'1l-1718a,
MILL.- _VIII: 14100 drapes, blinds and car- all extras, must en
10
Board of Education office, 9th & Popular.
713-5076.
pets. 141.000, 1818 Oak appreciate. Shady Oaks
Want to rent two car
H111.753-5014.
The
Applications will be accepted until 4:00
have it.
Trailer Ct.
stall shop on paved road
Whether it's yea
Rural home on 841
PM October 29, 1982.
or will negotiate
Call
PIANOS
&
ORGANS
nay, yes or no, Or south. 3 bedrooms, dinMurray Headstart is an Equal Opportuni7534287
and utility all newly
whatever, you're ing
ty Employer.
redecorated in 1980 with
going to vote for new plumbing, electriNew Console & bench
this home once you cal wiring, wallpaper, Reef* Al Types, 15
One and two bedroom
by LOWREY
apartments, available
see it. Well con- paint and carpet. House years experience, ell
Reg. 51,795(1 only)
In November. Embassy
sits on one acre with lots
inert guaranteed. Dee
structed, nicely of
Apartments, 753-3530.
NOW $1,288
gardening space.
Wiltersee, 499-2519
appoin
ted
3
Priced
to
sell at $32,500.
Room for rent. 2 blocks
New Spine/ & bench
et
345-2412.
bedroom
brick
Call Spann Realty Asfrom campus, cooking
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23, 1982
walnut finish (only I)
soc. 753-7724.
with
large
den,
facilities, washer,
by KIMBALL
11
/
2
10:00 AM.-RAIN OR SHINE
dryer. $55 per month.
Out of State Owner soid sill regordlos
baths, central heat SAVE $2400 Realtors
EVERETTE PIERCE-ESTATE
Fee. Buy direct from APPLIANCE
753-8185 or 438-2411.
NOW $1,088
and air and partial owner.
of Price located only 3 miles from one •
3 bedroom brick, SERVICE- Kenmore.
Two bedroom unBRADFORD TENNESSEE
basement. Priced 1 ' bath,
most popular Read's. Fr.
BALDWIN "The best
large den. Westinghouse
furnished apartment
con buy' (only 1),
SALE LOCATION From Bracttord, Tn North City
at
$48,300. Let
20 years
Paris, go Highway 79 North
TVA insulated. $39,900. Whirlpool
out 1
month.
$180
per
at $2,250
Limit Edge Hwy 45E" Take Hwy 105 West 2 5 Miles
experience. Parts and
1005 Belmont. 753-4193.
show you thi
miles to AmVets Club, see auction sign,
Available November
To Sale Site,
NOW $1,688
Hopper
Bobby
service.
1st. 753-4753.
home today. KOP Three bedroom house Bob's Appliance Ser- tum leh 1 mile to Solo No. 1.
Due to the recent death of Mr. Everette Pierce all of his
with full basement,
OUR TOTAL INVENTOR
PERUD
REAL
SALE NO 1 - 68 ocres
5th St.
in 8
farm machinery and household furnishings will be sold
apartment in basement. vice 202 S
REDUCED WE TAKE A
753-1
AvAo.
af Public Auction. All of his equipment is current and late
trocts varying in size from 7 to 11 REASONABLE OFFERS!
garden spot. Call 753- 7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 ,
Coleman
Real
Estate
753-fiNG(home
).
model and right oft the farm Contact Mr Bill Pierce 901'
1450 or 753-1837.
These tracts ore level to rolling, porif
has houses, apart742-2225 or 742-3121 for positive details Mark your
Appliance repair work
bedroo
Two
m
ments,
a
and
open and in gross, portly wooded. Eoch
trailer
for
.calendar now and make plans to be with us Saturday.
all brands. Specialize 00
aluminum siding home,
rent. Call now 753-9898.
October 23, at 10700 A.M. REGARDLESS OF WEAhos long rood frontage and nice building
Luxurious 3 bedroom 1 block
HAMMOND "used"
from University. TeMien. Call 7534341 Or
THER for an action packed snappy auction under the
Extra nice 3 bedroom home with all the extras
3,o choose from
3544955. Earl Lovett.
Site.
Just
remodeled
Open
rhythm of "THE SELLING MACHINE" "JAMES R.
house located In surrounded by 153 acres
$788 to $2,988
Bob's Home InCASH AUCTION STYLE"SEE YOU THERE!!
NO 2 - 86 ocres selling in 1 1
Murray. $395 per of row crops, pasture Sundays. 203 S. 15th prov•mnt.
17 years
trocts. From Sole No. I go bock to
month, security deposit, and timber. Located Street. Call before 2:30 building experience
WURLITZER "used'
J.D. 4430,Quad,GSA,Du. Hyd., 20.8x38 Rubber, Wts.,
,
3 to choose from
no pets. Call 753-0839 or approx. 8 miles SE of p.m. weekdays. remodeling,
"Super Sharp".• J.D. 4430,Pr Shift, 4 Post. Du Hyd..
Highway 79, turn right 1 /2 miles, see ouc
additions,
438-2935.
688 to $1,188
20.8x38 Rubber. Wts., "Nice." J D 630 Gas w 3 Pt.,
Murray off of 121 South. 759-1888.
concrete work, repairs,
tion sign, turn right 1 /2 mile to sold These
Waterfront
home,
PanPr. Steering, Live Shaft • H-Farmall iiv,,Sickle Mower.
For
additiona
l
inFour miles west of
general home mainSALDwIN "used'
trocts ore port of the some subdivision, but
Murray 3 bedroom, no formation. call KOP- orama Shores. 2 be- tained. Call 753-4601.
J.D. 4420, Del. w/213 Flex Head, CAA wklonItors,
3 to choose from
drooms,
brick
2
baths,
PERUD
front on Point Pleasant Rood (Blacktop),
REALTY '
pets. $225 per month,
193 Hrs., Ben Ext., Chopper, Hyd. Control Unload$288 to $795
veneer. Call 436-2326.
deposit required. 753- 763-1222.
ing Auger, 23.1x20 Rubber."A Show Room Creme
they vary in size from 2 to 31 acres. The 31
Akaire ow/ Vinyl
4406,435-4119.
MANY MORE
acre
tract is mostly open bottom land
siding en/ Alessimes
We service whist we sell!
Lake front, 3 bedroom
J D. 630 Gas wl Pt.. Pr Steering, Live Shalt • Hideal for forming and home site The rebosses.
Is
for
brick. 2 baths, fireplace
trio
Farrnall wisickie Mower • J D. 210-16 Wheel Disc
ehoining tracts ore level to roiling, some
2 levels. Coleman Real
• John Blue 850 Gal. Stainless Tandem Wheel Spray
MI6 PelothillEstate, 753-9698.
Rig w3 Hr Engine arid Pump • M&W 300 Bu. Gravity
Ore wooded, some portly open with woOdli;
Ark Glover
Or Wagon w Flo Tires • J D F-950-12' CutSultabre for two
oil trocts hove long rood frontages and
75)-1573
Mulcher, "Like New" • 4 Wheat Farm Wagon wttoist
families, 2 levels, 2
building sites with Tract 12 having o large
OnJD 953Gear • JD 1250-5x16"3Pt. Plow • J.D.
kitchens, 5 bedrooms, 3
FREE ESTIMATES On
F-125-5x16"3Pt Plow • 2 Row 3Pt, Rotary Hoe • 3
pond.
baths, central heat and
• Pt. Pond Scoop • 500 Gal 3 Pt. Sprayer • 3 Pt. BarAll Electrical, Plumbair. Also wood heaters.
All trocts are located near several nice
rel Sprayer • 2 Wheel Utility Trailer • 2-J.D -R6-4
ing, Painting. and Well
14 acres 7534896.
resorts which
makes this Property
Spring Shank Cultivator • 3 Pt Cyclone Seeder •
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Three bedroom near
Transport 48'-8" Or Auger • Transport 42-8- Or
Call 753-0092 or 753-073.
desireoble for home building or investKenlake Resort, carAuger • 11 Tine 3 Pt. Chisel Plow • 3 Pt Section
Fence sales at Sears
ment. They hove been approved by the
peted. water furnished,
Harrow • JD 12' AW Wheel Disc • Sev Cresote
now. Calf Sears 733-2310
baseboard heat, wood
12- Post • JD 493A Planter • 1965 Chevy Ton w
Henry County Health Deportment. The
for
free estimate for
Or. Bed • 1961 Chevy Pickup • LOIS of Tool Shed
heater $195. Call 442safest
place to put your money is in kind.
your needs
Misc.
5647.
Each tract will sell separately and will
Throe bedroom house
Al household items including bedroom. kitchen. living
regrouped. Don't Miss This Auction.
for rent $225 per month.
room furniture. teiewsion, stereo, refrigerator, washer
TEAM Cosh. 21114 me eerier resod dse
Call 7534129.
dryer. and cooking utensils, etc.
sale. whew des et &sig. Mao pow an
Two bedroom brick.
TERMS' StrIctfy Cash, Cashier's Check or Apstove and refrigerator,
proved Check! NO EXCEPTIONS!? BANK LETTERS
arroligessess Ow to ids dole. Tee
specials
IN
never
recently insulated. II
Are A Must GUARANTEEING PAYMENT OF
eseeecf
soy
amend Seery, Dadef111111111•
,an Ossetic wells. laCHECKS Front All Unknown Buyers??
miles southeast of
likorrey, Ky. te gesIty few lam
Murray, Married
water Ines end
couples, references.
$50
$50
water systems.
deposit. Call 4924594.
WMI
I.
Owes
Awl
10in. Rockwell table
saw. 10ft. aluminum
braker, Sears miter Black Angus Bull.
ap•
-1. •
•
%TELLS
saw, tube fireplace prox. 2 ' years old.
Savings
- LING SUCCESSFUL SALES.P• SE .E.RAL
insert
with
436-2102
fan
Paris
Landing
-144-3476
Area.
11-11 RHYTHM Or 'T.( `-F
*•tr,
after Sp m
M0112324688.
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I Exhibition now on display at Paducah Guild

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Paschall dies Tuesday

McDaniel's
funeral rites
Wednesday

The exhibition

.• American Drawings
).D.Outland from
the Kraushaar
Galleries, NYC' is curdies;funeral rattly on display at the
Paducah Art Guild
Wednesday Gallery,
380 Broadway,

Hardy. All of these contmporary artists work in
representational imagery.
The Kraushaar is we of
the oldest galleries in
New York City. Founded
In 11185, the Kraushaar
was one of the first to exhibit the works of
Courbet, Whistler,
Matisse, Redon, Vuillard,
and other progressive

grandsons, Barry Ward,
Kevin Beane and Geoffrey Beane.
Also surviving are one
brother, Atwood Services for Mrs.
James Dee (J.D. through Oct. 31. Included
Schrader, Sedalia; half Kathleen Edwards
brother, Horace Stroud, McDaniel will be Wednes- Outland, 66, Rt. 5, died are works from promiRt. 7, Mayfield; two half day at 2 p.m. in the Tuesday at 3 a.m. at nent artists represented
sisters, Mrs. Lucille chapel of Max Churchill Murray-Calloway County by the Kraushaar, dating
from 1906 to 1961, and exClark and Mrs. Quilley Funeral Home. O.D. Hospital.
ecuted in a wide variety
The
local
man
was
McKinney, Mayfield; McKendree and John L.
several nieces and Hicks will officiate. employed in machine of drawing mediums. All
shop of Murray Auto pieces are available for
nephews.
Singing will be by singers
The funeral will be from Dexter Church of Parts. He was a member sale, with prices ranging
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in Christ with Daniel Prit- of Elm Grove Baptist from $75 to $2,500. The exhibition was made possiChurch.
the chapel of Max Chur- chett as leader.
A publication party to
ble by funding from the
Bern
Oct.
7,
1916,
in
chill Funeral Home. Nephews will serve as
announce the new Jessee
Friends
Calloway
of the Art Guild,
County, he was
William Hardison will of- pallbearers. Burial will
Stuart book Litted "Land
ficiate. Burial will follow follow in Murray the son of the late Vernon and admission is free.
of the Honey-Colored
Outland and Oma Some of the more well
in Coldwater Church of Memorial Gardens.
known artists whose work Wind: Jessee Stuart's
Lawrence Outland.
Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Kentucky' is scheduled at
Survivors include his is on show include John
funeral home.
Murray State University
wife, Mrs. Mable Andrus Sloan and 'William
Mrs. McDaniel, 71,
Friday,Oct. 22.
on
Outland; two daughters, Glackens, and date from
Dexter, widow of Ralph
To run from 4:30 to 7
Mrs. John (Paula) Hut- the early part of this cenMcDaniel, died Monday
p.m. in the Main Reading
chings, Rt. 5, and Mrs. tury. Both Sloan and
at 2:31 a.m. at MurrayRoom of the Forrest C.
Larry (Pam) Frazier, Glackens were members
Calloway County
Pogue
Library, the
Union City, Term.; one of "The Eight," a group
Mrs. Frocie Mae Ross, Hospital. Her mother was
publication party has
son, Kenneth Outland, of artists who sought to
83, Fern Terrace Lodge, the late Edith Woodall
been p la nned t o
Hardin.
extablish a style of art
died Monday at 2:55 p.m. Edwards.
A sister, Mrs. Tip (Bet- that was distinctly familiarize the public
at Murray -Calloway
She is survived by one
ty) Miller, Sycamore American and apart from with the Jessee Stuart
County Hospital. She was daughter, Mrs. Joe
Foundation Inc., acStreet, also survives the dominent • European
the widow of Leon Ross.
McKendree; one son,
cording to Dr. Jerry
along with six grand- styles of the period. Their
The couple operated a Marvin McDaniel; her
Herndon,
curator of the
children and four step work influenced many arrestaurant at Golden father, Jeff Edwards;
Stuart Collection at Murgrandchi
tists
ldren.
who
came
to be callPond specializing in cat- brother, Clinton EdThe funeral will be ed the American Scene
fish
wards;
for
many
two
years.
grandA
Frances Drake
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Painters, including
daughter, Mrs. children; one greatFOR WEDNESDAY,
WASHINGTON(AP)—
the chapel of J.H. Chur- Wood,Curry,and Benton.
Marguerite Whitehouse, grandchild.
OCTOBER 20, 1982
chill Funeral Home. The Also from this general If District of Columbia
died
in 1976. Born March
What kind of day will tomorRev. Calvin Wilkins will time period are drawings residents approve a prorow be? To find out what the 12, 1899, in Trigg County,
officiate. Burial will by Jerome Myers,Board- posal on Election Day
stars say, read the forecast she was the daughter of
follow in Barnett man Robinson, aimed at creating the nathe late Frank Turner
given for your birth sign.
Cemetery.
Marguerite Zorach, and tion's 51st state, they
and Maggie Gregory
ARIES
Friends
may
caricatur
call
ist Peggy Bacon would get more than a
at
the
Turner.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4r44
1
new address — they'd be
funeral home after 6 p.m. in the exhibition.
Some disagreements occur, Survivors include a
endorsin
g a plan to
tonight
Mrs.
(Tuesday
The
Calista
mid
).
part
of the cenGuthrie
but if you remain reasonable sister-in-law, Mrs. Lennie Casey, 72, Akron,
The family requests tury is represented by guarantee every citizen a
Ohio,
and calm, you'll weather any Turner, Providence; died Monday
at 6 p.m. at that expressions of sym- works from Louis job.
several nieces and
storms. Stick to the facts.
Akron
When a convention of 45
City
Hospital pathy take the form of Bouche, Robert Laurent,
nephews including Mrs.
TAURUS
there. She was a former donations to the Hospice Humbert Albrizio, Carl elected delegates last
Harvey
(Joan) Walker,
(Apr.20 to May 20)
resident of Calloway Program at Murray- Morris, and John Koch. A spring drew up a proposPut the finishing touches on Murray, Mrs. Terry
Calloway County variety of influences are ed constitution that would
a work assignment. Though (Phyllis) Tucker, Draf- County.
Hospital.
Born
Dec.
evident in these artists' be the basis for
9,
1909,
in
you're effective in presenting fenville, and Harold
Calloway County, she
works, including Cubism, statehood, approval by
ideas, some colleagues re- Turner,Kirksey.
abstraction, American the voters on Nov. 2 was
main indecisive.
Also surviving are was the daughter of the
late Ivan Guthrie and
expected to be a cinch.
Scene.
GEMINI
several great nieces and
The bulk of the draw(May 21 toJune 20)
But the proposal's fate
nephews including Mrs. Mag Erwin Guthrie.
ings which make up the is now in doubt because of
Be flexible about where to Joseph (Janet) Miller, She is survived by her
husband, Bob
exhibition date from the controversy over key prospend a good time with a loved Ms. Debbie Walker
and daughters, Casey; two
Mrs. William
one. Despite a child's ap- Robert Walker,
'70s
and '80s, covering a visions, which would cost
Murray; (Maril
The funeral for Mrs. wide range of
parent intractability, he or she four grandso
yn) Kayler,
styles. residents $77.6 million a
ns; five
Lakeland, Ohio, and Mrs. Lena Hodge Garner was Jerome Witkin, whose year, according to an
will listen to reason.
great-grandsons.
today at 1 p.m. in the
CANCER
Services will be Chuck (Pat) Goodman, chapel of Max Churchill painting exhibition at the estimate by the Greater
( June 21 to July 22(
Canal
Fulton,
Kraushaar received Washington Board of
Ohio;
five
Wednesday at 11 a.m. in
Funeral Home. Henry critical attention
There'll be some rough
grandch
ildren;
one
recent- Trade, the largest
spots with a family member, the chapel of 4.11. Chur- great-grandchild.
/dargis officiated. Oneida Ly, is represented by four business
group in the nachill
Funeral
Home.
The Also survivin
but you must state your views.
g are one White was organist and drawings, as is John tion's capital.
Things quiet down by late Rev. Otis Jones will of- brother, Bee Guthrie, and soloist.
Heliker, a well known arThe most expensive
ficiate. Burial will follow
evening.
Pallbearers were tist in New York circles.
a
sister-i
n-law,
Mrs.
provision in 18,000-word
in Union Ridge Cemetery
LEO
Mildred Guthrie, Hazel; David and Greg other artists of note in- document to create the
at Aurora.
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
two
aunts, Mrs. Mary Willoughby, Darren, elude Linda Sokolowski, state of "New Columbia"
After a promising beginn- Friends may call at the Ridings,
Murray, and Roger and Kevin Garner Karl echrag, and Tom would be the guarantee of
ing, you may get bogged down funeral home after 6 p.m.
Mrs.
Mary
Wilson, and Dan Allen Stokes.
regarding a creative project. tonight(Tuesday).
Burial was in Mt. PleaDetroit,
Mich.
Rise above self-doubt and
sant Cemetery in Henry
Funeral
and
burial
serkeep plugging.
vices will be in Akron, County, Term.
VIRGO
Mrs. Garner, 74, Rt. 7,
Ohio.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22 I
died Sunday at 10:40 a.m.
If you're expecting to clean
at Murray-Calloway
house, you may have to deal
Final rites for Elmus No change shown County Hospital.
with a relative's reluctance to Tyler are
being con- FRANKFORT, Ky.
She is survived by her
part with some sentimental ducted today
2:30 p.m. (AP) — State Human husband, Henry Garner;
at
clutter.
in the chapel of Max Resources Secretary two daughters, Mrs.
LIBRA
Churchill Funeral Home. Buddy Adards saysi test Janie Willoughby and
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
If you stubbornly adhere to The Rev. Julian Warren results show no signifi- Mrs. Dan Stokes; two
a viewpoint you won't win any is officiating. Music is by cant change in radioac- sons, Gerald and Steve
converts. Be your charming Oneida White, organist, tivity at the Maxey Flats Garner; 13 grandself and others will respond and Carol Barrow, radioactive-waste children; one greatdisposal site.
soloist.
more readily.
grandchild.
Adams said he based
pallbeare
Serving
as
rs
SCORPIO
W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
are Gene Karnes, Ronnie his comments on a report
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
from
the
Departm
Jimmy
ent
for
Hesselr
ode,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
It's better to take others into
Industrad Average
+LSI
your confidence than to go it Cherry, James Boyd Mar- Health Services.
Air Products
31% +18
And
Natural Resources Aseand
alone. You're proud and de- ding, Ralph Darnell and
321111 +%
eu -40
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
fiant, but need to be more flex- Lenon Hall. Burial will Secretary Jackie AmerkanTdePbtele
-194
follow in Burnett's Swigart, however, says Dupont
ible.
41% +111
Wish To Announce That
s 3145 +10
SAGITTARIUS
Chapel Cemetery in she is sticking by her con- "nl
G Ay
11% -40
NASSIR
SAGHAFI, M.D.
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21) "
tention that recent tests General
Graves County.
.
Dynamics
4104% +%
Two heads are better than
1346 +41
Mr. Tyler, 76, Rt. 3, are a cause for concern. Genet-GinitT(1r
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
V% sec.
one. In a controversy in a club died Sunday at 2:37 a.m. Adams' comments GoodriCil
3.14
Radiation Oncology
or organization, find out who at Murray-Calloway Monday were his agen- Grar
we +%
a%
ir
your allies are before you County Hospital.
cy's first on an analysis I B
S we
speak your mind.
49% +%
Survivors include three done by the U.S. Nuclear jJ C Pena
"
At
11%B.X%Ai
CAPRICORN
daughters, Mrs. Doyce Regulatory Commi&sion. K Mart
n91 +RI
Dec.
(
22 to Jan. 19) 11
Western Baptist Hospital
ne
Morris, Mrs. Hershel! He said data on tritium, Pervalioeu
aQuaker
You'll have to be careful Mitchener
47668
and Mrs. Don radioactive element, Texaco
Paducah, Ky.
13% +%
whom you take into your con- Carson;
51114 NEC.
showed decreased wUti bacc°
two
sons,
J.W.
fidence regarding a career
TpMitt
ON4 +A'N
and Max Tyler; 10 grand- radioactivity compared wont
n +Vs
matter. Behind-the-scenes
184ILA.
*NIB.
children; four step grand- with .1981. Adams said wilt"'
moves are complicated.
children
plutoniu
;
m
five
showed
greatno
ex, reel
10.11
AQUARIUS
_ewegrandchildren; eight step significant change
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) —
suet Market furnished by First cif
recently.
It may be a question of prin- great-grandchildren,
ciple, but you'll still have to
THESE MARKET REPORTS ARE SPONSORED B
explain your viewpoints to
arouse support from the noncommittal.
PISCES
cc LEY mAYFIELD KY. - 237 0673 on 1 800-592.3488
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) KC
.
Don't take sides in a dispute
between higher-ups. You'll exFaieral-State Market News Service Orperience both ups and downs I DUISVILLE. Ky. AP)(USDA
and choice 130415 lb vealers 54.0045.00.
F:stimated receipts cattle and calves
table 18,1162
good and choice 360-385 lb calves 44.50
regarding business interests. 2,500, slaughter steers
8.400014 Purchase Ares Hog Market
and beefers not 50.00.
YOU BORN TODAY are fully tasted: cows fully steady, quality Feeder steers medium frame 1 350- Rapiithielistles6 Buying Blabs=
improved over Monday: bulls steady.
Act $11 FAL Me berms le Gilts
tactful and diplomatic, but slaughter calves and vealers poorly 54:10 Ibis 62 00-65 00. 500-600 lbs 61.00 Reasiglit
25 Lou's.-$11111.audy rue Loser over SO
01.01 600735 lbs 61 504410 , 006.446 lbs
Us_
may be quietly stubborn. Both tested early: feeders opening steady
including partly fattened offerings
ONLY
US 1.2 216-1111 aft
With Garlic Bread
steers good 2 895-1,135 Ibis
1111.111144116
sensitive and creative, you're 35Slaughter
5475-65.50, small frame 1 500475 lbs
25-57 00. slaughter heifers good 2-3
US 2300-210 lbs
165.0141.11
Salad $9' Extra
50-4375. medium frarne 2 300-500 lbs
61
often drawn to an artistic 825-1,100 lbs 45 50-47.25, slaughter cows 55 0042 01 500-725 Itis S3 5041 50: large US 2216450 lba.
winisas
commercial 3-5 0050-44 00: utility 14
US 24790271 at
1111.161116
career. Writing and poetry 36
frame 2 Holatewe 535460 lbs 49.4041 25.
triode Dining Only
Fier Refills On Drinks
Sows
00-41 50. lugh-dresaing 4100-45.00,
may especially appeal to you, cutter 1-2 31 50-17 00. canner and cutter 730-1,260 lbs 43 110-411 00. heifers medium US 1-2 270450 lbs
/MM.
frame 1 300400 lbs 50.00343.31 500400
14300-40611*
under
3200-3650
US
lbs
800
though you're also interested
MUM
51.043.10.
Slaugher,bulls grade 1 1,206-1.770 lbs lbs 50(0-54 75. 600700 lbs
US 1-3 45610111bs
mime
99 Special For aids
700-810 lbs 5450-52 80, Including
in philosophy and religion. 0043.23, grade
1111 14516-011 lb.
1-2 1,000-1.(a0 lbs
*01017a
partload partly fattened offerings 790
US 2-3300* lbs
Always accent the positive, 47 00-50 00: grade 243 50-47 Otstew good lbs
141114.1u
at 52.00
Boars 43.11144.51
for with cheerfulness you'll
Wednesday 1 AM- i OPM
.
,
win the cooperation of others.
Mrs. Eula Paschall, 79,
Rt. 1, Farmington, died
Tuesday; at 3:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Blaine Paschall, died
Nov. 3, 1979.
The deceased was a
member of the Bell City
Church of Christ. Born
July 4, 1903, in Calloway
County, she was the
daughter of the late
Johnny Schrader and
Alice Nance Schrader.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Willie B.
( Opal) Beane, Rt. 1, Farmington, and Mrs. Govie
( Louise) Ward, Rt. 7; two
grandsons, Larry Ward,
Rt. 1, Hazel, and Ronnie
Beane, Rt. 1, Farmington; three great-

Your Individual
Horoscope

European artists During
the Depression years the
wort of American artists
became the primary interest of the Kraushaar,
as it is today. The works
of Loki'. Prendergast,
Demuth, Beal, Hardy,
Feininger, and other influential Americana have
been shown at the
galleries. As the exhibition at the Guild Gallery

shows, Slot" ameasans,

Meste.andZecheallisi
to be reponemied bp the
Krurgkeer.
For morei adamant
or to arta.
gma

tour, telephone the Geed
Gallery at 5924434463.
Open hours are noon to 4
p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, and I to 5 p.m.
Sunday.

Publication party slated Friday

Mrs. Ross dies
Monday; rites
on Wednesday

ray State.
He said a representative of the foundation,
which published the boqk,
will be present to give information on how an interested person can obthin a copy be becoming
an associate member of
the foundation.
Associate membership
is inexpensive and supports the work of the
foundation, said Hemdon, who is a professor of
English at Murray State.
Among the objectives of
the foundation are the
preservation of the Stuart
land in W-Hollow, now a

part of the Kentucky
Na t ur e P r es e ryes
system, and the promotion of Stuart's literary
works.
Copies of the new
Stuart book will be
available at the meeting.
Herndon, who is the
editor, will autograph
them.,
Refreshments will be
served and the Jessee
Stuart Room, which
h cus es St us rt
memorabilia and papers
from scribbled notes to
finished manuscripts and
books, will be open to
vistors.

'New Columbia' may have problems

Mrs. Casey
dies;former
resident here

Garner rites
conducted

Elmus Tyler
npul, rites
today

If the constitution is apa job or adequate income
to all residents, at a cost proved, the mayor would
of $54 million, the board submit it to Congress,
where approval by a masaid.
jority
in both houses
The 18-article constituwould
be required for
tion would not resemble
many other state core passage.
New Columbia would
stitutions; it would give
police the right to strike, be the eighth-smallest
prohibit grand juries sta4 by population in the
union, with 700,000 people
from engaging "in fishing
expeditions" and create a beating out Alaska,
state bank to help failing Delaware, Wyoming,
Vermont, Nevada, North
businesses.
Dakota and South
Other provisions would Dakota.
greatly expand rights of
If the constitution is recriminal suspects, ban jeeted, the convention
any restriction on a would reconvene to try
woman's right to have an again. If the second conabortion and outlaw stitution were rejected, it
capital punishment. Sex- would take a voter inual freedom between con- itiative or City Council ors e ntin g adults is &mance to bring about a
specifically granted.
new convention.

441
- e00
54899CAN GET YOU
A NEW CHEVETTE
PLUS A ROUND-TRIP
FOR TWO ON
EASTERN AIRLINES

You've never seen an offer like this before l Just buy
or order a new Chevy Chevette before November 15,
1982, and well give you a round-trip ticket for two
on Eastern Airlines Choose one of 116 cities in the
USA,Canada, Mexico Bermuda,the Bahamas and the
Caribbean Come in soon and get all the details
Participating deolers contribute $175 to this
program This may affect your vehicle cost, so make
your best deal

BUY NOW AND FLY
11
11;#
,
011i
peg/ Aar

Dwoin Toylor Chevrolet

Stock market

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC.
Livestock market

Hog market

Italian Spaghetti
Special
$ 1 49

Seide
eowiegiege

&eat/444
Sop:1441444

ENERGY EFFICIENT
KEROSENE HEATERS
Allsocitoo Cobonet
in.., nondlos
...,0mohc @dory Ige.kon
Prot.
-Mrs Gal
solonkoln

connor

korring numb IWO
kaornoIl< S01•Iy Snal-Olf
II *wed 0
, TOMO
Fog

MN LA 0,1 tonk

$13900

Goes Chttnnon

Model KTR 95

9,800 BTU-99.9% Fuel Efficient
°TWO Lib AVAILAIWE

glee ‘44e4i Sioilado P‘,04,6iev £44,7a1e4•9

L.
11
SOITIVIT

GET THE HEINOLD PERSPECTIVE

90 DAYS SAME AS CASHRUDOLPH TIRE

COMPARE,THEN SHOP US FOR
.QUALITY 'VALUE •-PRICE •& TERMS
YOUR GOODYEAR DEALER

WITH APPROVED CREDIT
4

S 12th 153-0595

S & ALIGNMENT

•

47). SEOPSVSIT

177

Bag
Snack-size Candy Bars
Plenty of favorites in
handy 1-1b • bags Savel
• Net wt

97°

1.488ag

Bag
Sun-MOW Raisins
Great for snacks! 14,
1/2-oz boxes in bag

Medi.'" Baking Morsels
Semisweet, butterscotch, milk chocolate.

• Not wt

•Piot wt

'1°

Our 1.08-1.17 Ea.
Doublebacic Acefatsi Srlets
Misses' sizes 5-7, full figure 8-10

Costumes Galore
For Halloween
Sale Price

Sale Price

3.47nd4.67
It's a real treat for kids to pick their favorites from our
wide selection of colorful vinyl costumes Eoch
comes with its own molded plastic mask Sizes 4-14

2.973.5r7Reg

VIZ plastic

Codum
11. Sizes 3-5

Available At Your Neighborhood Kim& Store
Wm,

Career
Fashions

9

Your Choice

Our Reg. 11.96 Ea.

Fashion Separates For Fall
Tuxedo blouse, of polyester/cotton, has front
tucking and bow tie. Tailored pants of no-fuss
polyester poplin. Cardigan sweater, of easycare acrylic with eye-catching details Save

2(1-3.7.S)

$25

Save 9.97
Our Reg. 34.97 Pak

insulated Loather Boots For Men
Insulated boots. of full-grain leather. feature
polyurethane collar and plastic storm welt.

Zip-off Ski Jackets
Save 20%-33% Versatile 2-in-1 ski jackets for the whole family. Just
zip off the sleeves and these cozy warm jackets convert to vest. Of
long-wearing nylon taffeta with soft polyester filling. With snug knit or
elastic cuffs and waistband, zip-front closure. Many styles, colors.
Our Reg. 29.97, Men's Ski Jacket/Vest With Spread Collar . . .
*20
Our Reg. 27.96-29.96. Misses' Convertible Ski Jacket

18

Our Reg. 26.97, Boys' Ski Jacket/Vest Combo in C0401 ChOiCeS
Our Reg.23.96-25.96,Girls' 2-in-1 Ski Jacket. Sizes 7-14
Our Reg.21.97, Jr. Boys'Zip-off Sleeve Jacket. Sizes 4-7
Our Peg.19.97. Toddler Boys' Ski Jacket/Vest. Sizes 2-4

. $

Jr. Boys'Suede Hikers
Our 16.97. Suede leather Lugged She
Pr. Kratono sole Save

11.90
13.90
19.90

Big Boys'good* Boots
Our 19.97, Shell*
Krcrton• sole, padded
Pr. collar Suede leather

toed* Hikers For Mon
Our 29.97. Spilt-suede
lecrther on rubber sole
Pr. Podded vtnyt collar.

30-3)

Our
Reg.
•
497
Infants' And Toddlers'Sleepers
Printed sleepers of polyester. infants'
in rib knit. Toddlers' "grow style" with
skid-resistant soles. Save at K mart.*

•7

1 12.
10.97
Toddler Soya',Olds'Play Suits
Boys' acrylic fleece warm-up suit with
- Tonka• toy trim. Girls' 2 pc.jogging suit
Ii In polyester/acrylic.,44
140YALIJQW1---

Your Choice
Tights

Misses' Nylon Tights Or Leotards
For exercising, dancing and stretching. Leotard
with long or short sleeves. Solid Colors. Nylon.
Our 4.47, Orlon* acrylic Leg Warmers, Pr. 3.67
.0,Pont Rea TM

Your
Our 7.97-8.97
'And Toddlers'Slack Sets
Print or stripe knit tops team-up with
ching color stacks. Polyester/cotton.
ants' 9-24 mos. and toddlers' sizes 2-4,
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Household
Cleaners
1.97
Polldente Cleanser
Makes dentures sparkling clean. 84 tablets.

12-oz.' Shower MateT"
Liquid soap squeezes
out. Plastic bottle.
-net

csTrint?

Sauteed Onions.Potatoes. vegetable. roil.
'Row ow

fOUNillE11161%

..•11"'"N
toxin"

Clack Iltadio
rtz dock. Radio has

bolts For
World of Tornorro
hard

WINDOW
CLEANER

,U1Slly Light
40-watt fluorescent
•ctrIct090

I
It WM MUM INAINAllfrf
I 11.11. durability granianted when

1 33

c)8C

5lir T.1.38
Popular,
working Household Helpers
At Easy
-budget Saving Prices
12-oz
lndow Cleaner
5114
32-oz.
With Trigger
974
32-oz.' L uid Orono'
990
28-oz.' Lysol* Deodorizing Cleaner Limit 2 1.33
32-oz. Ajax"' Dish Liquid
1 38

'FL oz
6A(3-5.8-111)

I
Ceiling Pairi. ..."'1
INA Paint
9.9

Ulla',&Trim

997
. Our14.97Out
Gal.

:15.
Or FA0E97Low L
Fresh Look'Ceiling Or Interior Wall Paint
Ceiling white, or flat-finish in white and custom tints.
Low-lustre enamel in white, custom tints.

2 ,uri!l? 9ff
Watches
29.97

Your
Oioice
Kodak'Color Film
110, 135 24-exp. ASA

.97Our

Reg. 11.97
Digital Alarm Clock
With snooze alarm, PM
indicator, 24-hr. alarm.

18.47

%Off
kites List Prices
Quartz, hand-wind,

"ADEC"• HELBROS°•SEIKO°
Save 25% on these quality watches tor men
and women. Choose -Actec timepieces by
Citizen* in analog. chronograph with alarm.
digital and analog/digital styles Distincttve
Helbros• analog watches. many with calendar and sweep second hand Or Seiko 17jewel models and some quartz ana‘ogs
ClasSic white and gold tone included All 25%
oft
••••

Watch Batteries Are Available In Our Jewelry
Deportment. Shop K mod* For TImo* Savings.

Tire
Sale

Place®
-11..ntrod3MWmMIPme
Ill•plecemort1:1.1.1ted
4th.4410kMaM4
Adewstrroorts
Wevresdry"
dim& ordloil*

ore'

Let ArA Take Care Of You
tV
On Sale
Thru Oct. 30
Installed

K mart*
Sole Price
Less Factory
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Factory
Rebate

54.

68.
"Our Best"60-month Battery
For many U.S. and foreign cars.

REG.
SIZES
P115/7391 3 67.97
P1$5/75l14 69.97

12.8
-3.00

9.88Ea.

P1115/75104 73.97
P205/75104 $1.97
11205/73915 12.97
P215/75914 112.97

r215/75913

I14.97

P225/7511)4 17.97

P225/75115

19.97

P235/75915 96.97

SALE

31.97
57.97
61.97
64.97
67.97
67.97
0.97
76.97
72.97
74.97

:74

17%

rob

Sale
Price
Front Disc Brake Special
Service for many U.S., foteign.cars,
R1111)4000 front brake pods Repack inner/outer
Replace Wont grease seals
11%* rotors
Inspect meter cylinder
Rebulkftiallpers
insPeC91110f lining kx Weer
16411111wdlaullc 01411em
LOW

Sale
Price
II, tube And Filter Special
or many cars and light trucks.
change(up to 6 qts.10W40 K mart'
installIK marto brand oil filter
Chassis lubrication(fittings extra)

"."
•

oditionot parts as storybook Yetobtat

SIZES
11711113
EISz14
F71114
678,14
G711.15

7.97
Spark Plug Cleaner
Connects to 12-V battery.

.87
Vs"& %"Dr. Socket Set
For home or auto Save

Price
12-oz. Brake Fluid
For disc or drum brakes

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

28.97
34.97
35.97
38.97
40.97

F.E.T.
1.71
2.01
2.12
2.26
2.35

KW Radial 225 Steel Belted Radial

'R

•

Our Reg.62.97
P165/80 R13

Plus F.E.T. 1.69 Each
Mfr s Treadwear Ratin• 140' Estimated 42.000 Miles

"KM Economiser" Bias Ply Blackwalls

135,88 ,AwM/FM/Ca5-sbose
Sale Price

Styes And tsar May Vary

tte W

Equalizer

ter,40 wafts.
PT. $39
ay Speakers

Installation Available In Stores With Service

3.

Our EyerydayTow Price
'A78x13

Plus F.E.T. 1.59 Each
Mfr 's Treadwear Ran.60' Estimated 18 000 Miles
• 11.41, s 1,00c/woos rating based on US Dept d Transportation s Unilarrn TIre Ckrallry groan()system

Thank You For Shopping At.K mart.
90-6.12)

